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The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Volume 3, Number 9 
Liquor at parties 
License ·commission advises WPI 
by SteveFme 
Wednesday at Lambda Chi various 
...-ntatives of the fraternities on campus 
Jllll to discuss the problems of serving liquor 
11 open parties with the Liquor Licensing 
Commission. Previously the fraternities had 
111111 serving liquor without licenses. But 
fridaY April fourth, the commission received 
1complaint from the neighbors of the Becker 
pub about the pub. After the police had 
rrillhed talking to the manager of the Pub, 
lillY $pOtted some posters advertising 
flllemitv parties at WPI. The police went to 
WPt to investigate since they had no record 
ofialuing any licenses to anyone from WPI. 
After Informing the fraternities that they 
were breaking the law, they let the parties go 
on. stipulating that liquor could be given 
tMIY but not sold. Later on they set up a 
meeting between the commissioners, the 
fratemitv representatives and Dean Trask. 
At the meeting, tho commissioners irr 
formed the representatives that serving 
liquor without a license and charging for it 
was illegal. Serving liquor to a group of 
invited guests and not charging for It is legal. 
But fraterni ties can serve liquor legally wi1h a 
one night license. The license can be ob-
tained by going down to the comrrissioners 
in Worcester on a Tuesday with a letter from 
Dean Trask okaying the party. Then the 
person rn charge must fill out an application. 
!The person in charge must be over 18). On 
Thursday, the commissioners will look over 
the application and okay it if the letter from 
Dean Trask is accompanying lt. The license 
fee is tive dollars, if a donation is made to 
charity. 
NSF Advisory Panel 
to visit WPI 
OnApril17-19, the National Science Foundation Advisory Panel will be making their sixth 
llld final visit to WPI to observe the implementation of the Plan. The panel was appointed by 
b NSF to observe and advise the implementation of the Plan after awarding WPI a five-year 
pt to aid in the development of innovative education. 
THURSDAY. APRIL 17.' 1975 
tma.m. - Archives Room - Summary of the Implementation of the WPI Plan - William A. 
Gtogan .. 
1:46a.nl. - Archives Room - Faculty Changeaand Developments. Ray E. Bolz. 
10:10 a.m. - Coffee 
10:20 a.m. - Gordon Seminar Room - Comprehensive Picture of the Graduate's Experience. 
A review of the total experience under the WPI Plan of a number of students wno will 
a comprehensive picture of their learning experience CJt WPL Course structure, 
tan'1pe1:enc:v Examil'l8tion, Sufficiency accomplishment and Project Experience will be sum-
I!Wed. 
NOTE: This will be the first class to graduate which will have pursued the entire program 
under Plan degree requirements, thus providing our first opportunity to Integrate the 
results of the entire program. • 
12:00 - Morgan Hall - Luncheon with participatrng students and advisors. 
1:15 p.m. - Gordon Seminar Room - Approaching ECPD accreditation in the Engineering 
Disc.iplines. Meeting with the Ad hoc Committee on AccreJitatlon. 
2:00 p.m. - Project Review Period. An opportunity for review of project and sufflcie11cv 
results. Each panel member has selected 4 projects to review from List of Project Abstracts 
completed by March 1975. With reports available, students and advisors will discuss the 
projects selected. Panel members. 
3:60 p.m. - Olin Hall - Refreshments. 
ttGp.m.- Olin Hall - Faculty Meeting. (Special meetings with students may be arranged at 
this time. 
~p.m. - Plans for the evening are currently open. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1976 
9:00a.m. - Archives Room - Admissions Results to Date. John Brandon. 
t.20a.m. - Archives Room - The Graduate Program. Wilmer L Kranich. 
10:00 a.m. - Archives Room - Report of the Evaluating Teams. Dr. Cohen, Dr. Gabarro, Dr. 
Baker. 
II~ a.m. - Open. 
12:00 - Lunch at location requested. 
1:15 p.m. - Appointments which may be requested. 'I , 
~p.m. - Reserved for Exeeutlve Meeting of the Panel. 
t.30 p.m. - Dinner - Sheraton-Uncoln. Evening r888f'Ved for the Panel to prepare final report. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 19, 1975 
9«1 a.m. - Morgan Hall - Meeting with Co-Pianelists and Administration. 
10:30 a.m. - Light Refreshments. 
11:3() - Adjournment. 
NOTE: A ll meetings will be held in the Archives Room unless otherwise noted. 
• • I Note: Students or faculty desiring an appointment with any specific panel member should 
contact Dean Grogan' s Office (Ext. 404). 
There are some very important restrictions 
on the licenses. With the license, the 
fraternities may only serve beer and wine. As 
a matter of fact no hard liquor may even be 
near the bar. It is Impossible for a fraternity to 
get a license to serve hard liquor. The area 
they are in is not zoned for it. The license is 
only good from seven in the evening to 
m idn1ght. There must be no alcohol sold 
after midnight. The person who fills out the 
application is responsible for the party 
legally. It there are any complaints, the police 
April 10th minutes 
will come looking for him. Also all parties 
must be held inside. 
A crimp will be put on the fraternities both 
financially and in restricting planning and 
preparing for parties. But an even larger 
crimp would be Jjut on the fraternities if they 
had to ball one of their presidents out of jail. 
If tl'le fraternities continue to break the law, 
the chances are good thet the liquor 
Licensing Commission will be a lot more 
stingy about giving out tllefr one night 
licenses. 
Student Government 
On Thursday, April 10, 1975 at 8:30 p.m., a 
meeting of the WPI Student Government 
took place. The meeting was opened by 
president Denise Gorski. The following 
people were present: Mike Irwin, Norton 
Bonaparte, Pete Tordo, Liz McCauley (proxy 
lor Bill Guidice), Pat Graham, Eric Hertz, Jim 
Hall, John Smith, George Hefferon, Tom 
Tantillo. and Ken Dunn. 
J im Hall read his proposal to prohibit 
outside organizations from selling anything 
on campus. Jim is rewriting the proposal to 
rnclude a set of guidelines. 
The changes in the elections of class 
officers were announced. They are as 
published in last week' s ~eak. The 
chairman elections and committee ap-
pointments will be held in early May. 
A debate followed on the issue of a 
candidates open forum. Denise suggested 
that the candidates make a 3-5 minute video 
tape to be played over WPIC- tv. George 
Hefferon is going to discuss the possibility 
wrth Ken Scott. 
Under committee reports, Pete Tordo of 
the IFC gave a run·down of his last meeting. 
The fraternities are going to support the ox-
fam drive and the fight over the meal tax. 
The IFC retreat is scheduled for April 26. The 
new fraternity, Zeta Psi, presented its case to 
the IFC. An 8-3 vote was required to support 
lhe group. The vote was 6-5 and thus it was 
not passed. The license commission rulings 
were disc!Jssed also. 
The campus Hearing Board has three 
pending cases en possibly two more. 
Norton Bonaparte announced that the new 
board is almost complete. The only positioh 
not filled is the facuhy appointment by the 
students. This will be discussed at the next 
meetmg. The recently appointed officials are: 
Bill Guidice • Student Appointment by 
Faculty; Prof. Bjorklund and Prof. Hilsinger · 
Faculty Appointments. 
Eric Hertz announced that the 
Massachusetts student lobby Will hold a 
meeting on campus the last weekend of 
April. The Academic Committee is working 
on some amendments of the constitution. 
These will be presented at the next meeting. 
Some of the upcomlng debates by the 
faculty will be the pre-competency exam in 
Computer Science, the 12 unit rule to be 
eligible to take the competency, and the 
problem of unsatisfactory academic 
progress. 
Denise Gorski transferred the power of 
president of the Student Body to president-
elect George Hefferon. Denise thanked all 
she worked with this year. 
The next meeting will be held on Thur&-
day, April 17, 1975 at 7:00 in the Library 
Seminar Room. The meeting was closed at 
9:30 by President George Hefferon. 
Respectfully submitted, 
John Smith 
Student Government 
Secretary 
NSF ADVISORY PANEL 
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Submissions to the hypothetical SPREE DAY issue 
must be in the NEWSPEAK office or box 2472"by 
noon on Monday, April 21. 
All submissions must be accompanied by the 
submitters name. Accepted material may be 
printed under a pseudonym. 
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Editorials: 
Parking experiment 
In February, the Campus Heanng Board 
d~rec.ed Dean Reuthnger I Student Affatrsl to 
.. set up the machtnery" to enforce collection 
of unpaid parkmg ftnes from faculty and staff 
on an equal basis as ts done from students, In 
response to d1sparit1es tn this area In what 
aJ.)pears an tmplied suggestion, the CHB 
potnted to a court case upholding Assump-
tion College's right to attach or garntsh staff 
and faculty salaries to enforce collection of 
unpaid ftnes, which ts comparable to WPI's 
pohcy of wtthholdtng grades and registration 
material from students wtth unpatd fines 
against them. 
Dean Reuthnger's Term 0 parking ex· 
penment seems to obey the letter of that 
decrston, but IS dtStressmgly distant from 
1ustice 
At the February hearing, Dean Reutlinger 
St;Jted that the ma1or pon1on of unpaid 
pttrking ftnes were agatnst faculty and staff. 
Accordmg to h1s announcement of this 
term's parktng policy, the unpaid fines of 52 
students and 79 faculty·staff add up to 
$3.070 and average out to over $20 apiece. 
Dean Reutl.nger has amnestied those fines to 
stan fresh w1th the new experiment. 
If the enforcement up to now has been 
one sided, thts amnesty is equally unfarr. 
Dean Reutlinger states that it is not the 
College's intentron to rarse revenue from 
parktng uckets. In that case, would the 
College be willing to part with that excess 
cash and reimburse fines paid In the past, 
where records are available? Or, if this 
problem is to be solved by "individual 
responsibility and cooperation by students, 
faculty, and staff ahke," would all those with 
unpa1d fmes be willing to demonstrate their 
tnterest m equality by voluntarrly paying their 
back fines? Or must the students I probably 
mostly commuters) accept the tact that the'i 
are gotng to pay the mequahties of the late 
enforcement pohcy? 
The Term 0 experiment contains another 
apparent weakness. one whtch seems too 
obv1ous to overlook. No longer are spectfic 
areas reserved for "students," "staff," and 
" vts1tors," and the only parking violation to 
be ticketed is parktng an unregistered 
vehicle. Are future visitors to the school 
going to be ticketed for parking their 
lunregtsteredl cars on campus? This is not a 
move that would endear prospective fresh· 
men and recrutters to WPI. 
Other questions arise which, when an· 
swered, might shed some light on WPI's 
park1ng problem. Under the reserved area 
system. the ratio of available spaces to 
d1stnbuted sttckers was 58 per cent (If 
everyone tried to park at once. 42 per cent 
would be 1n trouble). What are those rattos 
when broken down mto students and 
faculty· staHl The group wtth the be•ter ratto 
rmght find It harder to excuse their violattons. 
and those trytng to solve the problem would 
have more tnformatton to work with 
Those w1th cars at school are no doubt 
capable of ra•sing more and better questions. 
It may be late, but tt's a better time than 
never to ask. If the answers don't seem 
satisfactory, the campus government and 
JUdicial systems could be put to an in· 
teresting test over the concerns and welfare 
of the WPI student body 1n general~ We 
rmght even gain some insight into the 
honesty and sincerity of students, faculty, 
and adm1mstration aliklf. As wtth most 
things. however, it won't happen by itself. 
I Note: A news article on the February CHB 
decision on parkmg appears on page 1 of the 
March 4 1ssue of NewsptNJk, and a statement 
of the Term 0 experiment was published on 
page 3 of last week's issue.) 
Doug Knowles 
JMZ 
IITERSESSIOII 'l& 
If you would like to give a course next January or suggest 
a topic, leave a note 
. I I 
in my mailbox or on my desk. Please 
1nc ude your name, box number and telephone number. 
Harriet Kay, Boynton 2018 
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Letters: 
Mass. PIRG 
To the Edrtors. 
Oespue what the name may look hke, 
MASS PIRG 1S not an organization dedicated 
to the murder of all engineers But you might 
get the tmpression that some of its op· 
ponents don' t know this from the violence 
w1th wh1ch they have been conductmg their 
campaign agamst it. Whtle I do not include in 
thiS group any of the people lntervtewed for 
th1s letter. the attempt of MASS PlRG to 
form a chapter at WPI has met wtth a name-
calling, unthinking, and thoughtless attack 
on the nghts of an organization to express its 
purpose. An attack of this magmtude would 
not be expected on a campus of intelligent 
students. 
Late C term, I addea my votce to the PIRG 
debate by placmg a sign tn the Oantels 
Lounge which expressed views similar to 
those presented here. It was torn down after 
about SIX hours, not a bad run for PIRG· 
related material. But why? WHY? Tearing 
down the oppostng candidate's s1gns is a 
taCtiC typical of a th1rd grade student 
elect10n. Nothtng, but nothing, IS torn down 
at WPI unless it is months outdated or 10 
terrtbly poor taste las, I'm afraid, some of the 
Anti PIAG material has been). Is the truth 
about PIRG so terrifying that It cannot be 
allowed to exist for the review of all? Is the 
school run by a secret totalitarian govern· 
ment that censors the walls but finds only 
one type of ttem offensive? Are the disad 
vantages of PIRG so obscure that an attack 
on tt must consist of slander? I would cer· 
tainly hope that none of these are true 
Whether for or agamst PIRG, I can't see 
how any rational person could disagree wrth 
this. WPI is supposed to be a campus of 
rattonal people. Yet there are people on 
campus who seem to feel that the most 
meaningful form of ~::pression consists of 
teanng down everything PIRG puts up and 
replac1ng 1t with manipulated misin· 
formation. 
Some lmany?l students have legitimate 
ynpes aga1nst PIRG's methods or disagree 
With tts goals. I am attempting to present a 
cross·sect1on of views tn thts letter. I hope 
that undecided students will carefully 
cons1der both sides of the argument before 
they come to a conclusion. And I hope there 
w1ll be no indifferent students, as ignonng an 
tssue of this imponance can have dangerous 
o.;onsequences. 
Looking at some of the material found on 
Daniels' walls, I find: 111 "Do you think 1f it 
was easy to get your money back, PIRG 
would advenise this fact? All they want (s 
your money and then you'll never hear from 
them agatn " 
"Why pay money to shit on your future 
employers'" 
" They claim vou can get your money back, 
but they don't tell you about all of the REO 
tape you have to go through." 
"Wtll PIRG demand a shut·down of the 
nuclear reactor tn Washburn?" 
The matter of money Interests me. Few 
students would think twice about blowmg 
four dollars in a few evenings at the Pub, but 
putting the same amount (retractablyl into a 
public Interest organization seems absurd to 
them. And if you would really never here 
from PIRG again. what dtfference would it 
make tf you dtsagreed wtth 11s goals? This is a 
somewhat typical example of a statement 
made wtthout any consideratton as to what tt 
means. 
For the two questions wtth clearly 
dehnable answers, I talked to Kevin Voecks, 
one of the students working on the IQP to 
brtng PIRG to WPI. He answered: 
" Getting back the money wtll be made 
very simple. There will be an advenised day 
and place (probably Daniels Lounge) where 
we wtll have a list of students' names. 
Anyone coming up and asking us for a 
refund wtll receive a check 'promptly." 
"PIRG lthe main organization) couldn' t 
behave the talk of us shutting down the 
Washburn reactor. We have absolutely no 
tntention of this " 
The problem of huning JOb prospects can 
be d1v1ded tnto two types of employers which 
could be hurt by PIRG lor by any other legal 
acuonl: Those which are purposely 
dtshonest and those which cannot or wtll not 
moot safety standards inside their plant Satd 
Or. Keil, Phys1cs Department Chairman: 
"The employers unable to meet safety 
regulations for econom1cs reasons are a 
problem A few of my students worked on an 
IQP with a small plastic processtng plant 
whtch was barely making a profit. The 
students were there to evaluate the 
rmprovements, many of which wert 
plemented But had the company 
forced to suddenly replace all at 
mach1nery !w1th less out·dated equl 
1t would have put them out of bus._ 
As for the large corporations who f .. 
cheaper to stall. bribe, or sue than to 
equtpment, tt should be remembered 
future lawyers at liberal Arts Collec~~ 
have JOined PIRG gave up possible jola 
fot engineers. though, Gerard Del Prioct, 
EE Major, noted: 
" Redesigning equipment to meet 
and other standards w1ll, far from 
JObs. demand a need for more and 
cngtneors." 
But I can see no reason to 
businesses that purposely sell 
manufacture products 1llegally. Pr 
btg bus1ness from the standards ex~ 
the rest of us should not be the goal at 
bustncss's engineers or of an org 
calhng rtself " Public Interest R 
Group" 
Greg Scott, a noted computer hack• 
also worried about the Washburn A 
But hu; matn concern arose from: 
" PIAG 1s composed of Liberal 
Colleges whose members d 
technologtcal problems without havmg 
knowledge to talk intelligently. They 
WPI on their list of schools so that they 
appear more authoritative." 
PIRG would not just appear to be 
authoritative, but with the inter-coo 
that would resut it would be 
authoritative. Equally important, tt 
o1ve us a say in PIRG's opinions and 
PIRG conttnues with or without 
refus1ng tt our membership is st~ 
Willingness for its decisions. which will 
us, wtthout allowmg us to give advice. 
Greg Walsh, one of the school's 
computer expens, feels: "I agree so 
wtth PIRG's goals, but they have come 
too strongly and turned me against tha 
The 75 s1gns that PIRG put one cflr 
Daniels Lounge seemed excessive 
were excessive. But look at how few 110111 
took 1111 they were torn down. FIVe 
could have communicated sutftcier111¥ 
someone dtdn't feel the need to pnm.:t 
from reading them. The 75 didn't turn out 
be any more effecttve, unfonunately 
probably cost PIRG some fnends. But 
can a cerebral argument be carried out • 
group whtch operates by destruction? 
An 1ssue of PIRG that people have seiD 
forgotten is that of consumerism. The" 
$500 with 41 friends" signs, the onlY 
telligent Anti·PIRG ones I have seen. 
mention the possibility of losing much 
money through purchases from a 
dishonest dealers. Among PIRG's act 
11 mvestigates - and does something 
such practices as bait and 
meamngless warranties. false adv 
and other ploys that I'm sure no one 
hke to be swtndled by. 
I feel that PIRG and WPI need each 
Thoust' I dtsagree W1th PIRG on 
points, I feel that they can supply 
students wtth IQP's that are both vttal to 
commun1ty and benef1cial to the st 
The future lawyers and engineers can 
together and each use their s 
towards the solution of a common pr 
Should we, the students of The Plan. 
broaden the education of scientists 
engineers, tell the lawyers and historians 
wu won't talk to them? 
I am not telling everyone to rush out 
stgn Ius PIRG petrtion 121. I am asktng 
each student consider the facts, and only 
facts. 1n making a decision that will affed 
future. both as an engineer and as a 
sumer. Challenge the sponsors of PIRG I 
names are public information), but hsten 
them Talk also to PIRG's opponents, bOt 
not accept everything that you " 
somewhere" as an absolute fact. Malia 
declston, but make tt your own. 
Gary Davis 
111 Unfortunately, all quotes tn thts 
are from memory and should not be 
s dered to necessarily be the actual wordl 
the people quoted. Though I have atte 
to accurately relate meanmg. I can takt 
responsibility for misquotes bey 
correcttng any error in a future issue 
Newspeak 
121 Anyone who has. accidently or 
posely, misplaced l thrown out?l his pet1 
hut who has changed his mind, can writ' 
bnef statement on a ptece of paper &f'd 
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NEWSPE AK Page 3 
Letters: 
Parking 
To the Editors: 
111 regards to the Term D park.ng ex-
penmcnt · I would be interested tn knowing 
he rauonele behind an Apr1l 9th, amnesty 
deadline on parking violations I feel an 
Maranatha 
Have you ever accepted a challenge? 
tfere's the greatest one on earth: Dare to be 
1 Christian. What's tough about it? 
Chustiantty demands the sacrifice of 
yourself, the way you're conducting your life 
ngttt now. That's a lot, and then there seem 
10bea lot of tough rules to follow. And what 
llbOOI pleasure? Some Christians really seem 
co be out of it when it comes to having a 
good ume. don't they? Who wants a dull life 
ie that7 I suggest you g1ve it a try, God has 
kept H1s prom1ses of JOY and peace in my life, 
and I see no reason to doubt that He can give 
them to you also. 
Ftrst of all. why can't I be myself and be a 
Chrtsttan too? The answer is you can. and 
then agatn you can't. As Adam sinned, he 
brOUght many ev1ls on the human race. 
Wheless before he chose to disobey the 
righteous commandment of God there was 
no sickness. death. or pain, now these are 
part of all men's lives. And since Adam 
established the precedent of sinning, thus 
separattng man from God. now we all 
ongtnally set our wills as being more 
benefictal to ourselves than ts God's Will. We 
have the knowledge of ~ood and evil, and we 
choose evil, falling short of the perfection 
God had planned for us. 
Ptcture. 1f you w1ll, a beautiful mansion. 
However, the action of weather, insects, 
• have caused it to crumble and crack, so 
• to make it unliveable. The spint of man 
turned away from God ts like that mansion; 
lift to 1ts own ways it will finally fall into dust 
*'d be forgotten. thus is the action of the 
slow po1son of s1n because we were not 
created to tolerate it. it destroys the healthy 
aputt. Some fortunate people among 
recognize the situation, as the worldly evils 
attack the structure of their sptrits, and 
search for a remedy. There are many 
philosophical systems whtch contain parts of 
lhe original blueprint for that mansion, the 
codes of behavior to which our lives were 
created to best respond, under whtch our 
spents would best flourish. Personally I 
believe the Btble is the best source. since it is 
the tnsptred Word of the original architect, 
though others may lay claim to agreeing with 
!1. and of course they do, though imperfectly, 
or they could not work at all. But even the 
Bible doesn't help rebuild us without our 
hlv1ng the nght construction materials. 
Merely trying to live uo to the com· 
"*ldments is like plastering here, propping 
up there, the general collapse goes on no 
lllltter how pretty the outside paint job may 
be If you think about it, there is no 
Sltisfaction in living up to rules for their own 
amnesty rs unfatr to those who have pa1d 
ftnes m the past but 1f one is to be lntttated at 
all. that 1t be a pohcy wh1ch makes faculty 
equally as hable for their offenses as 
!>tudents. Many students were forced to pay 
ltnes tn order to regtster for Term D whereas 
faculty were not forced I therefore feel that 
11 would be appropriate to either not allow 
any amnesty or extend the deadline to in 
elude students who have had less favorable 
treatment than faculty. Opinions are 
welcome on thiS matter. 
V1ctor Saw1cki 
sakes. On your own effort to salvage your 
spint, you will mevttably fall as miserably as 
the Pharisees. who 1gnoring the reasons for 
the laws betng given, were content to follow 
them outwardly, inwardly feeling proud of 
themselves and yet far from perfect So if 
you're totally satisfied with the way you lead 
your life. you have cast your lot With them, 
and any further reading of this article is 
useless. 
To choose Christ is to ask for a complete 
demolition and reconstruction. Sounds risky, 
and you are leaving yourself open. Faith is 
required to totally place your life and future 
tn God's hands But room by room, you must 
turn over all areas of life to Him, to be 
reconstructured 1n the everlasting material of 
God's sptrit, to become like Him in every last 
square inch. Because funny things can 
happen to a house that IS only half perfected 
If one ceihng collapses, tt drags down a few 
more wtth 11. And what about a new house 
on an old foundation? You stand to lose all 
the good th1ngs God has given overnight, the 
house and everythtng wtth tt Sin in one area 
of life soon spreads into others. And Satan is 
still out there with storms and floods and 
earthquakes, threatening the security of the 
house. Bug God has promised that tn H1m we 
need only resist the Devil and he will flee 
from us; not only are we not conquered by 
sin and Satan, we wtll prevail against them . 
The tiniest flaw can spread, one little crack 
can be the begtnning of our destruction. So it 
ts tnn we must surrender all our life. We are 
then resurrected spiritually with Christ. our 
old self has been done away with, our new 
self is the ultimate we could attain. We are 
still ourselves with our personalities and 
talents, yet we express them as never before, 
we are once again like that beautiful man-
sion, a suitable dwelling for God, His holy 
temple, and for eternity. Have you ever 
wanted secumy like this, to be able to trust in 
something forever? You can have it in Christ. 
By loving Him you keep all the com-
mandments. and fulfill your highest 
potential, and in turn, He will never fail you. 
So I ask you to exam1ne yourself, and take 
the challenge. Don't leave the work half done 
or not even begun. Christ In His love dared to 
die and take all your sins on Himself, even 
though he knew that many would reject Him. 
I pratse Him for giving me the courage to 
take that step toward the life He has planned 
for me. How can anyone fail 10 be happy 
when every day IS better than the last? 
I mvite you to join us at the WPI Christian 
Btble Fellowshtp, Thursday evenings at 7:30 
1n Stratton 309. 
- Rodney Dill 
Cost of living on campus 
Rising costs as a result of this year's in-
lllttOn and anticipating continued cost in· 
tteases have necessitated room rate in· 
creases for the 1975-76 academic year. 
MORGAN HALL 
Smgle 
Double 
DANIELS HALL 
Double 
STODDARD A. 8, C 
Stngle 
Double 
SANFORD RILEY HALL 
Stngle 
Double 
4 Person 
ELLSWORTH AND FULLER 
MENTS 
$796 
$675 
$675 
$830 
$710 
$100 
$580 
$620 
APART-
2·Person $990 
3·Person $935 
5 Person $825 
7-Person $nO 
Tentattve Board Rates have been set at: 
Seven Day Plan $850 
F1ve Day Plan $765 
The Massachusetts Legislature is currently 
constdering that a five per cent meal tax be 
applted to college board plans If this tax 
becomes law, the above board rates will be 
increased to cover the tax. 
I It is suggested that everyone write to the 
Chairman of the Senate Ways and Means 
Committee supporting 51384 which 
Committee is awaiting a rAquest to force a 
vote tn the full senate. This would exempt 
college board plans from the taxJ 
Including the $250 tuition increase, the 
total average cost per WPI resident student 
will be about ten per cent higher than the 
1974-75 academic year costs. This is below 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics average cost 
of living increase for 1974 and is below the 
average private colleges cost increase of 12 
per cent. 
The following comparison of costs with 
other colleges in the New England area 
indicates that WPI's average room and board 
charges for 1975 76 continue to be lower 
than most representative colleges in the area: 
Babson $1500 
Clark $1~ 
Harvard $2090 
Holy Cross $1400 
MIT- $2060 
RIT $1595 
RPI $1625 
Williams $1730 
WPI $1525 
Cupid is here! 
by Gmny G1ordano 
Remember those long blue forms the lOP 
Cnnter swamped the campus With? Well -
the ttme has come to put them to use. Our 
~:~m<wng computer has a program called 
CUPID which can stft through the completed 
forms 10 11s data banks to determtne which 
students have similar interests Before you 
say, " What a neat way to spend our tuition 
moneyl", thtnk of the uses you can put 
CUPID to: 
Do you feel as tf you're the only student on 
campus tnterested in - ----? CUPID 
can show you what other students have 
sim1lar tf not the same tnterests. 
Do you have a great project all set up but 
you need another student to complete the 
team? CUPID can aid you in your search by 
gtv1ng you the name, box no., and address of 
oil ltkely candtdates. 
Are you completely lost as to where to find 
the rrght project? Have you looked through 
protect catalogs but never found anything 
Washington 
We've been here for a week now and 
thought we would send up a short letter to 
keep anyone tnterested informed. Before we 
left we heard some faculty feedback con-
cerning the lack of communication between 
the DC project center and the school, so we 
hopefully will be in touch at least a few times. 
Our impression so far has been excellent. 
The weather has been cool and windy, but 
from what we hear and read it's a lot better 
than up there. The sights are beautiful and 
the area we hve in is ntce, as well as ex-
pensive. The apartments are OK despite a 
few bugs and some dirt left over from term 
C. A her just two days at the agencies it is 
hard to convey much, even to each other 
down here. On the whole the people have 
been cooperative and tha conditions good, 
although some guys haven't even met their 
ltatsons yet. The work load seems heavy, but 
tt 1sn't the same kind of pressure as taking 
courses Profs. Lutz and Wetnrich, our 
faculty advisors, seem well prepared and 
ev1dently are going to keep us on our toes. 
Anyway, 1t looks like we are off to a good 
start 
Sci-Fi at WPI 
Twelve members of the WPI Science 
Ftction Society attended BOSKONE XII, a 
regional sc1ence fiction convention. lt was 
held at the Sherat9n Boston hotel from 28 
February to 2 March, 1975. 
BOSKONE 1s named after the villains of E. 
E. Smith's Lensmen series. It Is run by the 
New England Science Fiction Association 
INESFAI and is held once a year in Boston. 
This year. the guest of honor was Anne 
McCattrey, famous for her dragon stories. 
There were talks given by SF writers, editors, 
and artists, including Anne McCaffrey, Sen 
Bova, Gordon R. Dickson, Rick Sternbach, 
Hal Clement. and Bonnie Dalzell; and panels 
on cyborgs and on production of SF books 
and movies with Larry Niven, Lester del Rev, 
David Gerrold, and Donald A. Wotlhalm. 
There was an art show with work by Rick 
Sternbach, Bonme Dalzell, and many others; 
movies IZardoz, The Seven Faces of Dr. Lao, 
that•nterestcd you enough to spend a IJr•ll of 
work on? There are always proJeCts that 
rnatenal1ze qutckly, too late to make the most 
recent catalogs. Stnce curiO IS also 
ava1lable for use by the faculty, you will 
occasionally receive nottces about new 
proJects that you m1ght otherwise have 
rnrssed 
Or course. all of this is subject to the 
Garbage In - equals - garbage-out rule . 
Everythtng depends on the way the tnterest 
questtonnatres were filled out. Everyone's 
mterests were filtered through the keywords, 
so someone who appears on paper to have 
exactly the same project interests as you 
mtght be completed turned off by your 
proJeCt. Chances are, though, that CUPID 
w1ll find a good match for you more often 
than not. 
Where do you find CUPID? At the lOP 
Center. Tell us what interests you're looking 
lor. and you'll have a mailing list 1n a matter 
of mtnutes. 
There tsn' t all that much to say, but one 
thing that gets mentioned a lot is that we 
can't believe so little people are ta~ing ad-
vantage of thts opportunity. The time has 
come for most everyone to do and lOP, and 
there could not possiblY be a better place to 
interact with other people and society. 
Blending into one of the world's biggest 
bureaucracies has got to be an invaluable 
experience for anyone. and the fact that so 
few freshmen and sophomores, or even 
juniors applied to come here next year 
amazes some of us. The only thing to say 
from this end Is \ ·a missing out on 
something good .. t would be a 
tremendous shame if th1:. project center goes 
down the drain, which is very conceivable. 
Remember, you all have to do the projects 
and you m.ght as well gain something from 
it, so think about Washington and inquire. 
Th1s is an individ,..i opinion, but I think I can 
say most ..everyone c own here would agree 
w1th me. Comments, criticisms, or questions 
from anyone up there would be welcomed. 
Good luck to all and make sure someone lets 
us know when Spree Day is! 
Dan Garfi 
H. G. Wells' Thmgs to Come, and others); a 
costume party, radio tapes, and much more. 
The Skylark award was given to Gordon R. 
D1ckson. It is named after the E. E. Smith 
Skylark series, and i$ "given to the person 
who, in the opinion of the Association, has 
contributed significantly to science fie 
tion .... " 
On Tuesday, 15 April at 7:30 p.m. in Olin 
107, the WPI Science Fiction Society will 
hold a meeting which will include a slide 
show of BDSKONE. 
(For more information on NESFA and 
BOSKONf, either ask at the meeting or send 
to: NESFA, P. 0 . Box G, MIT Branch 
Station, Cambridge, MA. 02139. For more 
1nformatton on WPI Science Fiction Society, 
send to WPISFS. WPI Box 2544, or ask at 
the meeting.) 
Steven B. Kovner 
WPJ Science Ficti011 Society 
There will be a meeting of the WPI NEWSPEAK 
staff from 7:30 on Tuesday, April22 in the NEWSPEAK 
office (Riley Quiet Room). Anyone at WPI interested 
in contributing to the future of the paper is welcome. 
An open keg will be present to lubricate the discussion. 
If you're interested but can't attend, contact 
NEWSPEAK (box 2472). 
Open meeting on the 
MQ P sponsored by the 
Committee on 
Academic Policy . 
Proiect Planning Day, 
April 23 at 4:00 in the 
Library Seminar Room. 
All students and faculty 
invited. 
For all candidates for 
degrees who are presently 
on the graduation list 
Graduation Rehearsal 
THURSDAY, MAY 15 
11 :00 a.m. 
NEWS PEAl<. TuCSd4y, Apnl 15 
Fussball tournament 
If you vo ever wondered why there hasn't 
been a fuss (pronounced foosl tournament 
on campus, stop wondenng and start prac· 
t1c1ng Vcp as of noon, Aprtl 21 roatstratton 
wtll close an'd pamngs wtll be posted In the 
R1l y game room land probably on my wall). 
Her • as our opportuntty to put WPI in ns 
place as ono of tho great basuons of fuss tn 
New England And if you don't care about 
any f that there wall also be trophies and 
cash •'files (d1g it'll). 
There will bo f1ve separate events: open, 
ma'l(ed. and women's doubles and men's and 
women's singles. Regtstratton is $1 .00 per 
person per event and you may enter any 
event you qualify for. First in class will 
recetve one-half of the entrance fees in that 
class. second receives one· third, third gets 
one shtth. This will be single elimination, 
matches will be the best two·out·of·three 
games, games to six goals. Matches up to 
the quarter·flnals may be played wherever 
the teams wtsh ltn case of dtsputes a neutral 
table wtll be chosen), but the last rounds 
must be played on the Mtcro table tn the 
game room. The ball must stay an the goal to 
count Fltp to dec1de table s1des and alternate 
wnh each game Anyone who wtshcs may 
enter wtth whomever they w1sh Stmply write 
down the event, the entrants, bolC numbers 
and or phone numbers and where you 
normally play and drop 1n Box 134 or the 
game room (the money will be gotten 
somet1me before the 21stl. 
If you couldn't understand the jlbberish 10 
the last paper about the Thursday draw 
tourney, here it IS again. Whoever shows up, 
plays. It is make shift teams for fun land 
maybe a case of beer or sumpthin' if we 
charge a slight entrance fee) . Show up about 
6:30 and find out what will happen. This will 
be doubles only. Questions, suggestions, 
help. etc. taken any time. 
Nat Alderman 
Box 134 
News from SAE 
by J . Barry Livingston 
rhe ftfth of April saw the initiation of nine 
new brothers into Sigma Alpha Epsilon. They 
aru Wayne Beisecker, Rich Dziura, Wayne 
Edwards. Dave Fisher, George Fredette, 
Steve Gottschalk, Lenny Larivtere, Frank 
Pulaski. and Randy Wyatt. A banquet im· 
med.ately followed at Steak and Brew. 
A new tradition was started the final 
weekend of last term: SAE Parent's Day. A 
cocktail party including some Tech 
Professors. dinner at JT's, and a slide show 
were the mator events. The following day 
saw an old tradition; our annual Easter party 
for underpravileged children. The kids were 
from Open Door this year 
Our profits from this year's swtm meet 
weren't what we'd hoped for overall but R1ch 
Dzlura shone through for us taking second in 
the "grueling" 200 Free and first in the 100. 
Most of the house went to the opening Red 
Sox game the first day of the meet to gain 
some tips for the comang season. Under the 
coaching of Rich Harabedian, SAE should 
once again be strong on the softball diamond 
this year. 
dack 
Anderson's 
Weekly Special 
Lookmg lor s Sc egost 
by Jack Ander: on 
With Joe Spear 
WASHINGTON - All at once. events are 
overtaking the Untted States. From the 
Middle East to Southeast Asaa, U.S. foreign 
policy seems to be collapsing. 
Secretary of State Henry Kisalr.ger's peace 
efforts 1n the Middle East have broken down. 
South V1etnam and Cambod1a, two of our 
most favonte allies, are losrng to the 
Communists. Tharland and the Philippines 
are threatemng to ktck us out of our bases. 
In Europe, the Communtsts are tightening 
therr gnp on Portugal, formerly a staunch 
ally. Spain is in danger of a Communist coup. 
Both Greece and Turkey are thl'eatening to 
close v1tal U.S. bases. 
In South America. the governments are 
scrambhng to get on better terms with Fidel 
Castro. Only the hated military dictatorships 
continue to embrace the United States. 
These events have already led President 
Ford to order a quiet reappraisal of American 
foreign policy. He h"s asked Kissinger to re-
evaluate America's International role, to 
consider whether U.S. power is stretched 
too thltl a'ld to determine how the United 
States can better exert influences on wortd 
events in the 1970s. 
Meanwhile. the President and Secretary of 
State are making a mighty effort to blame 
Congress for America's foreign policy 
fatlures. 
The charges simply are not true. The 
White House is callting about for a 
scapegoat, and the lumbering, contentious 
assembly on Capitol Hill makes a convenient 
one. 
Take a look at the record: 
- Greece has pulled ita troops out of 
NATO and is today a hotbed of anti· 
Americanism. Why? Because for seven 
years, the Executive Branch cuddled up to 
the colonels in Athena and became identified 
with them. Washington remained mute while 
the mihtary dictatorship inspired a coup on 
Cyprus. and stood by agatn when the Turks 
invaded the island. 
- In Portugal. a m1htary coup by con· 
servative officers threw Kissinger into a 
panac Our ambassador in Lisbon reported 
back that Portugal was far from lost. He 
recommended that Washington support the 
new reg•me. But some prominent, retired 
Americans living in Portugal told Kissinger 
pnvately that Lisbon was surely going 
Communist. And that, apparently, was what 
the secretary preferred to hear. To this day, 
U.S. support for the new leaders has been 
minimal Whtle America dawdles, Portugal is 
tilting more and mora leftward. 
- The Latin American nations are rapidly 
ttrmg of Washington's " Big Daddy" ap-
proach to their affatrs. They are show1ng a 
new spirit of independence. They need U.S. 
support and understanding. But the United 
States continues to prop up the bad guys -
N1caragua's Somoza and Chile's P1nochet, 
for example. The U .S. image In Lattn 
America.· meanwhile, continues to 
deteraorate. 
None of these problems are the fault of 
Congress Indeed, all of them can be laid 
squarely on the Whtte House doorstep. 
Foreign Flavor: The Bicentennial 
Celebration, tronically, is taking on a 
d1stanctly fore1gn flavor. 
The French, for example, are planning a 
"sound and light" spectacle at George 
Washtngton's Mount Vernon home. And the 
Paris Opera wtll make a special tour of the 
United States. 
The Italian government will be sending 
over the renowned La Scala Opera Company 
from Milan. Italy, Norway and Holland will 
also participate in "Operation Sail," a plan. 
which calls for 25 to 30 large sailing ships to 
visit East Coast ports. 
Japan IS donat1ng $5 mtllion worth of 
dwarf bonsai trees to the National Ar· 
boretum 1n Washington, and Russia's 
Bolshoi Opera and Ballet companies w1ll tour 
America later this year. 
Overseas. also. the Bicentennial is 
receiving a lot of attention. A special 
American history exhibit will be presented in 
Warsaw. The German news magazine Der 
Spiegel is.planning a 15-part series about our 
200th birthday. 
And finally, millions of American television 
viewers are being treated each evening to 
brief glimpses of U.S. hlatory. The shows are 
sponsored by the Dutch·owned Shell 011 
Company. 
Four More Yesrsl The political pros are 
wondering whether President Ford Is serious 
about seeking re-election. So far, he haan't 
lifted a finger to form a campaign 
organization or to raise campaign funds. 
This is strange behavior for a President 
who hopes to stay in the White House. His 
predecessors were scarecely settled in the 
White House before they began making 
preparations for the re-election campaign. 
It would weaken Ford's authority, of 
course, if the word got out that he Intended 
to be no more than a caretaker President. 
Wrth this in mind, we checked our White 
House sources to find out whether he was 
bluffing when he alfnounced his intentions to 
run in 1976 
These sources report that the President, in 
fact, has starte:f laying plans for hrs 1976 
campaign. He is puning together a brain· 
trust, which will plan campaign strategy. As 
fest as the strategy is worked out, the 
President will select people to implement lt. 
The lowdown 
by John Wallace 
Tnc New England Repertory Theatre has 
and w1ll be producmg Jean Racme's 
Phaedra" through April 27 To quote from 
then flyer. 'Wrnten thr~e hundred years ago, 
thrs passaonate story of love, polrttcal tntrigue 
and vengeance retells the anc1ent myth of 
the Greek hero ktng Theseus and Ius young 
w1le Phaedra who, •n spite of every 
struggling wtth conscience, falls blandly an 
love wuh her stepson. H1ppolytus. 
The play comes to us from the court of the 
"Sun King," louas XIV, as fresh and alive 
and as heart-rendering as 1f it were wrttten 
yesterday. 
"The play is betng produced at the lewts 
B. Warner Memorial Theatre. on the campus 
of Worcester Academy. Tickets may be 
purchased at the door the eventng of the 
performance or reservations can be made by 
calling 798 8685 All performances are at 
" m " Adm1ssron IS $2.00 
FollOWing as a hst of other performance. 
Worcester 
11 Aocrnc's 'Phaedra" by New El')~ 
Repertory Theatre, Apral 12, 13, 18, 19 a. 
27. 
21 Harold Prnter's "The lover" & F-. 
Shaffer's " Black Comedy" at Foo ... 
Theatre, Arml9 thru 27; wed 8; thu-2. 8, flit 
sat 5, 9, sun-2. 8. Student trckets are $2.1_ 
31 Moliere's " The Miser" at F~ 
Theatre, Holy Cross; April 10·13, 17-20 •1 
p.n•. SIUdents $1.50. 
41 Noel Coward's " Hay Feaver" by Env1 
Actors at Fenwtck Theatre, Holy Cross, Mit 
811 , 1518 at 8 p.m. Students $1 .50. 
I would suggest reservations for weekllldl 
performances. 
A look at the Plan 
IWPI News Bureau) - Twenty to thirty 
top level officials from the U.S. Congress and 
the Executive Branch of government. in-
ck.ldtng the White House, will v1s1t WPI on 
Thursday, Aprtl 24, to observe operation of 
The WPI Plan. 
The extent of the Plan and its innovat1ons 
wtll be under study In a field tnp of the 
Educational Staff Seminar, wh1ch is operated 
for the government by George Washtngton 
Umvers1ty. 
President Hazzard wtll greet the visitors 
and an overview of the Plan will be given in 
the morning by Dean of Undergraduate 
Studies Grogan and Profs. Robert A. Peura, 
James S. Demeuy and Kenneth E. Scott 
Because project activity on and off 
campus as a maJor feature of the program for 
more than 600 students at any given t1mt. 
the semrnar members will have an • 
portun1ty in the afternoon to visit • 
students. advisors and sponsors of PfOJII* 
whrch vary from bioethics to comiiUIIJ 
design 
They w1ll see the process of ind1vidullt 
prcscrtbed tnstruction, interactive PfOJIII 
lntttauon and learntng by doing. 
At a closing sess•on, there will be am11 
d1scuss1on groups wrth students on how thlr 
create their own programs. the place of tN 
humantttes at WPI, how competency I 
measured and an evaluation of the rw 
program. plus talks with faculty on 1111 
creation of new learning experiences. 
COIRICI 
CINEMATECH program on Tuesday, April 15, 1975 at 7:30 p.11. 
at Alden Memorial Hall - Worcester Polytechn ic Institute 
CON RACK, d•rected by Mart1n R1tt, ~~based on' P~tt Conroy's "The Water Is Wide", 
one of the senes of book$ wr•Hen by rebel teachers wek1ng new ways to compensate for 
years of neglect. The film was shot on and around St. Simons Island, off the coast of 
Brunswtck, Georgta, ustngloul chtldren. Jon Votght plays the t1tle role. 
CON RACK is the story of a young man who teaches ch1ldren ""trades five through 
e1ght 1n a black school dunng the 1960's and p1ctures h1S expenences 1n baH ling a system 
of repress•on. 
ThiS is the last program 1n the CINEMA TECH ser•es this yeu. 
He is also looking for a campaign manager 
who will take full charge of the re-election 
campa1gn. The President favors RoQers C.B. 
Morton. recently named Secretary of 
Commerce. for the job if his health wtll 
permit 1t. 
Spook Scoop: The embattled CIA, which 
1s tryang hard to make friends on Cap1tol Htll, 
recently invited 17 freshman congresamen to 
their agency headquarters for a tour. They 
began w1th breakfast tn the " Rendezvous 
Room"... The various committees and 
commissioners investigating the CIA wtll 
take a close look at the agency's anempt to 
salvage a Russian submarine with equipment 
built by the recluse billionaire Howard 
Hughes. The investigators, we are told, may 
subpoena Hughes as a witness... Two 
decades ago. the CIA made an eJCheustive 
study of flying saucers, and concluded that 
the UFO's which had been sighted posed 
"no direct threat to national seculrty ••. " 
Btlked Again? The Federal energy Ad· 
ministration has ordered oil companies 
caught overcharging to roll back their prices 
and reimburse their customers. 
But the question now arises whether the 
consumers will be bilked out of the reim· 
bursements. Sources high in the Federal 
Energy Administration tell us that they're 
afraid the rebates will never reach the 
consumers. Here's why: 
The oilmen overcharged the utility 
companies for fuel. The oilmen. therefore, 
must retmburse the utilities. The Federal 
Energy Administration does not have the 
power to force the utilities to pau the 
savings along to their customers 
When fuel costs went up, of course. the 
utilities always added the increases to their 
customers' fuel bills But now that the 
overcharges will be paid back, the ut1ltties are 
less anxious to share the rebates with their 
customers. 
Our 50uroes are worried that the utilitlll 
wtll frnd some excuse to pocket the ,... 
bursements. 
Good Dope: The CIA has been ca. 
tapping telephones, opening mail and spyil1 
on American citizens in violation of the llll 
But behind the scenes, the agency is~ 
on its inteUigence acttvities as usual. 
Each day, 1t produces the most accu,. 
best wntten intelligence reports available • 
Washington. The first thing President ~ 
does when he gets up each morning is rtlll 
the CIA's Intelligence summary. And CIA 
chief William Colby leads off each Na~ 
Security Council meeting with an intelligenlll 
bnef1ng. 
The intelligence that comes out of thl 
State and Defense Departments is uiUIIY 
slanted to support the policies that tholl 
departments advocate. CIA intelligence. on 
the other hand, is usually straight 
Wsshmgton Whirl: An April Fool's jok-
telephoned federal energy czar Frank Zarb'l 
office and asked him to call "Mr. Oily" II 
Atlantic·Richfield. A Zarb assistant dutifulf 
returned the call ... Exxon officials recentlr 
asked therr renk·and-file employes to idendfY 
any politicians they knew personally. Till 
relationships apparently will be exploited II 
gam entrance to the politician's officii 
where energy policy can be discussed Ill 
private .. Federal narcotics agents and 86-
mtnistrators were forced to stand in • 
downtown Washington street for more thlll 
four hours a few days ago. The reason: I 
telephone bomb threat. The narcotics r* 
fteials rushed out and called the local poliCI 
and the FBI to comb the buildings ... FAA 
offtcials recently flaw to a ritzy resort Ill 
Georgia for a "convention". The resort is nOl 
especially known for its convention facilitlll 
but 1t did offer horseback riding, ten,., 
fishing. golf and b1king. 
Copynght 1975. United Feature Syndicatt. 
Inc. 
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Campus food 
(CPSI - Tests, papers, seminars, course 
credits and grad Jatton requrrements all 
occupy students' m1nds during their search 
for the golden degree. But only one thing 
occupies therr stomachs: food. Grades come 
QO()e a auarter, but cat food stores up from a 
plate e11erv day. 
For years cafeteria food vwts equalled only 
by the weather as one of . those issues 
evtlfYOne talked about but no one did 
anythrng about. Today, however, cafeteria 
managers have been faced with a growing 
number of student revolts· as well as rising 
food costs and the invasion of fast food 
marauders. 
BORED BY THE BOARD 
"At least the boycott will save the cost of 
three 01 gels today," quipped a student at 
the University of Connecticut at Storrs, 
Where North Campus resrdents staged a one-
day dining hall boycott last month to protest 
the "quality" of the food. 
food quality has always been a rallying cry 
1n many cafeteria protests across the 
country. But "quality" has meant everything 
from spoiled food to a lack of menu variety. 
for instance, a spokesman for a foods 
commrttee at the University of Mis!.Ouri· 
Columbia complained that, "One type of 
meat has several different names, but it all 
tastes the same". The leftovers are usually 
JUSI popped 1n•o a freezer and used for 
another meal, he grumbled. 
The issue is not so much food quality, but 
student boredom, said a University of 
Mrssoun official Students, like anyone else, 
trre of eaung the same menu in the same 
d1nrng hall three times a day, seven days a 
week for months on end. 
More serious than such general meal 
mafatse were charges leveled by students at 
Ramapo State College in New Jersey against 
their food service, operated by Saga Foods. 
Most small colleges like Ramapo can't afford 
to operate their own food service. so they 
contr.,,.t the operatron out to national firms 
hke Saga, Canteen or Servomation. 
At Ramapo, student staged three boycotts 
against Saga, the largest one occuring after 
Saga fired two student workers because, 
according to the protesters, they refused to 
serve stale food After more firings and more 
protests. a Saga facility on campus was 
closed down by local health officals. 
Finally, Saga announced that It has lost 
almost $40,000 in its last two years at 
Ramapo and wanted out of its contract with 
the college. 
THE ECONOMICS OF 
fEEDING 
Stomachs aside, students at many schools 
have also protested rules that require them to 
hve in dorms and take their meals on cam· 
pus. For instance, with the help of the 
student union organizing proJeCt, students at 
the University of Massachusetts-Amherst 
have filed suit in federal court challenging 
university regulations that force single 
students under 21 to live on campus and buy 
a meal ticket unless eKcused for medical 
reasons. 
School officials have usually argued that 
such regulations are financially necessary: 
where room and board are tied together, 
profits in one area can help offset losses in 
the other. 
With ns1ng food costs, however, cafeteria! 
managers have reported that It's Increasingly 
difficult to make a profit feedmg students. 
Schools that operate their own food 
services have been hit by rrsing labor costs, 
according to Clark Dehaven, e~eecutive 
director of the National Association of 
College and University Food Services. 
Dehaven said that Increasing numbers of 
cafeterias are trying to increase the use of 
self-service and self busing. 
Another change has been the growing 
utilization of meat substitutes and other food 
WPI receives grant 
(WPI News Bureau) WPI has received a 
grant of $59,108 from New England Electric 
System for study of electric power 
distribution problems over the ne)(l two 
years. 
It wtll be directed by Dr. Emanuel, assistant 
professor of electrical engineering. He will be 
assisted by three graduate students, a Ph.D. 
candidate and several undergraduates on 
directed research. The grant will make 
possible the start of a power electronics 
laboratory at WPI, according to Dr. Emanuel. 
The project 1s entitled "Prediction and 
Elimination of Current Harmonics." The 
objectives are to determrne acceptable levels 
of harmonics for reliable and efficient 
operation of power systems, and to in· 
vestigate new types of circuits that will 
improve the power factor in networks with 
non-sinusoidal waves of current and voltage, 
Or. Emanuel said. The harmonics are 
generated by static converters, or other 
types of switching devices used by electric 
customers, in the transfer of energy. 
Class of '79 here 
on Project Day ...... 
The Admissions Office has invited ap-
pliCants for neKt year's entering Freshman 
Class to WPI to participate in the activities of 
April 23. Project Information and 
Reg1stration Day. The response has been 
most enthusiastic; approximately 600 
studMts and parents are expected to attend. 
You will no doubt see large groups walking 
about the campus and sitting in on some of 
the project presentations being made by 
students and faculty. 
Every attempt is being made to organize 
their day to be informative and to share the 
excrtement of some of our project ex· 
periences and campus activities without 
inhibiting our current students in their project 
selection and registration activities. 
The Departments have been most 
cooperative in adjusting therr project day 
programs to accomodate thrs addition to our 
activities and several special prese.ltations 
have been included. 
We request everyone's assistance in 
making our guests feel welcome that day and 
especially .after lunch when they will be free 
to go to the activities of their choice on an 
individual basis. 
Don't be surprised if you are asked for 
directions, opinions, comments, etc. 
regarding projects, academic programs, and 
campus life in general. 
Classifieds: 
WHEN you think UGLY - think VO - Val 
Danos. 
THE WPI SocietY of Mathematics presents 
Dr. D.F. Fraser in: INFINITIES - Or. Fraser 
will discuss little-taught facts about set 
theory and cardinality which are easily within 
the grasp of non-math majors. The entire 
WPI community is invited. Wed., April16 at 
8.00 p.m rn the Library Seminar Room. 
FOR SALE: Turntable with fluid absorbent 
arm, blonde speaker cabinet 16lx29W><28H c 
one speaker. Atr conditioner never used, 
0000 BTU's, 3 speed fan. Cost $270. will sell 
lor $125. 892·8631. 
FREE puppies. Call 791 9568, ask for Roland 
Bosse. 
FOR SALE: One complete Pirate Radio 
Station. Best offer over $70. For complete 
info call Jeff at 755-8593. 
"WOULD THE person who took my leather 
coat and gloves from Goddard Hall on 
Friday, April 4th please return them from 
where they were taken? No questions asked. 
The coat isn't worth much but it means a lot 
to me." 
Thanks, 
Bob Peterson, Box 1695 
FOR SALE: AR XB-01. Acoustic Research 
XB turntable with Shure M91 ED cart. Just 
like new. Call Ron at 799·0903. 
1964 CHRYSLER Newport 69,000 miles, 
eKe. cond., 844 9384 asking $450. 
eKtenders, he sard, but usually these require 
oxtensrve testing. 
" If you go real slow, they'll (students) 
accept 1t," said Dehaven, " buy if you make a 
rad1cal change, they won't go for it." 
Faced With the same economic Situation. 
the large cafeteria chains have cut costs 
through mass buying and vert1cal in · 
tegration, that 1s, controlling production of 
an ttem from farm to table. 
These firms can offer board plans ranging 
anywhere from $1.85 to $3.50 per student per 
day and usually make money on the steady 
percentage of students who don't take all the 
meols offered. 
A spokeswoman for Saga Food's 
Research and Development div1sion denied, 
however, that Saga has cut costs by using 
artificral food &)(tenders. She said she 
doesn't know of any chain that does. 
Saga has tested things like fake cheese. 
chemical tomatoes and artificial eggs and 
found them wanting. Except for some 
"special units" Saga food services all use 
"real things" and cook from "scratch 
recipes," she claimed. 
THE MYSTIQUE OF 
THE BIG MAC 
Mrred by student complaints and rising 
costs, campus cafeterias have also begun to 
face a new threat: the arrival of fast food 
chams on campus. Flushed With mercenary 
zeal, college and university unions across the 
country have started leasing their space to 
large·volume food chains like McDonald's, 
Shakey' s Pizza and Hardee's Food Systems. 
As as e~eperiment. McDonald's opened its 
largest outlet on the Ohio State campus last 
fall and found the operation so successful 
that 11 opened another on-campus outlet at 
the Umversity of Cincinnati. College unions 
at both schools, which get a 6 per cent cut 
from McDonald's, have reported that sales 
have rncreosed dramatically. 
A spokesman for McDonald's refused to 
say how many more college outlets were 
planned, but sard the frrm was looking " from 
coast to coast " 
McDonald's chains 1n particular are so 
successful that the firm only accepts about 
10 per cent of the thousands of franchise 
apphcauons 1t receives each year. The 
average entrepreneur must pay $160,000 to 
buy in, but he can eKpect to gross about 
$508.000 each year. 
Because the irvasion of the fast food 
Chatns IS SO new, ooiOSt cafeterias haven't yet 
felt the crunch, according to Tom Farr, editor 
of food Managemenr, a trade journal for 
food servrce managers. The fast food 
franchises need larger campuses to maintain 
a high volume, he noted. • 
To try to compete some cafeterias ha\18 
devised menus similar to fast food chains, he 
said, but so far it hasn't really worked. "Even 
If the menu is the same, there's some k1nd of 
mystique about having a Big Mac." 
"These kids brew up with McDonald's," 
agreed Clark Dehaven. "The idea of having a 
commerc1al establishment on campus is V8fY 
appealing to them." 
Dehaven, However, saw the real debate a' 
between those who are concerned about 
giv1ng students a balanced meal and those 
who would just sell them profitable but 
nutritionally lacking junk food. 
The debate is intense enough that many 
food service directors are watching carefully 
the fast food success of giving students only 
what they want, Plagued by menu com· 
plarnts and rnflation. lured by the profits of 
McDonald's and others, they have just about 
been convinced that the way to a student's 
stomach IS through his heart. 
Grade inflation 
(CPSI "Bring back the 0 grade to 
help fight grade inflation" cries Stanford 
University whtch has been using and A B C 
system or grades since 1970. 
According to a student-faculty committee 
convened to review the university's problem 
of inflated grade averages, present choice 
among only three letter grades encourages 
too heavy reliance on the A and B grade at 
the eKpense of the C. 
Although the 0 would not be used often, 
"It's mere 8)(istence might be an incentive to 
move the distribution of grades downward 
from the present concentration at the upper 
end. ·•a committee spokesperson said. 
The grade glut prEsently spreading across 
college campuses has seen Stanford 
University's accumulated grade point 
average spiral up to 3.4 this year. 
What's Happening? 
Tue 15 
GOLF: Bentley- Providence, away - 1 p.m. 
LIFE SCIENCES SEMINAR, "Infrared Thermography" Or. Murray P. Hamlet IU.S. 
Army Research lnst. of Environmental Medicine, Gordon Lib. Seminar Room - 4 p.m. 
IEEE, "Energy Supply in New England" Morgan Hall - 5:30 p.m. 
CINEMA TECH, The Learning Process, "Conrack" Alden Aud. - 7:30 
Wed 16 BASEBALL: Brandeis, away 3 p.m. 
TRACK: WSC - Ctark Assumption, home 3:30 p.m. 
Thu 17 GOLF: Babson- MIT, Wachusett CC 12:30 p.m. 
FACULTY MEETING, Olin 107 4:05 
17-19 NSF ADVISORY PANEL visit on campus 
Fri 18 JV GOLF: Wore. Academy, Wachusett 2:30p.m. 
BASEBAU: Trinity, home 3 p.m . 
JUNIOR PROM, Harrington Aud. - 8 p.m. 
Sat 19 JR. PROM COMMITTEE, "Fair" Quadrangle and Alden Aud. - 9 a.m.·5 p.m. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF ENGINEERING, State ham, Higgins Labs all rooms - 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. 
BASEBALL: Hartford, away - 1 p.m. 
TRACK: Colby-Norwich, home - 2 p.m. 
TENNIS: Babson, home - 2 p.m. 
JR. PROM COMMITTEE, Night Club, Harrington Aud. - 8 p.m. to Midnight 
Sun 20 JR. PROM COMMITTEE, Movie, Alden Auditorium - 9 p.m. 
Mon 21 GOLF: Assumption- Holy Cross, Wachusett CC - 1 p.m. 
TENNIS: Springfield, away - 1:30 p.m. 
Tue 22 JV GOLF: Dean Jr., Wachusett CC- 1:30 p.m. 
BASEBALL: AIC, away - 3 p.m. 
Wed 23 PROJECT PLANNING DAY • 
INCOMING STUDENT ORIENT A TION, Alden Auditorium - 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
GOLF: Amherst-U.Mass, away 1 p.m. 
JV BASEBALL: Wore. Acad., away 3 p.m. 
JV TRACK: Wore. Acad., away - 3:30 p.m. 
Thu 24 JV TENNIS: Wore. Jr., awav 2:30p.m. 
MOVIE "Thief in the Night", What will the world be like after the Second (;oming? 7:30 
p.m. Higgins 109 sponsored by WPI CBF 
Fri 25 GOLF: Clark-Tufts, away 1 p.m. 
Sat 26 TRACK: MIT, away - 12:30 p.m. 
BASEBALL: Lowell Tech, away 1 p.m. 
TENNIS: Coast Guard, home 2 p.m. 
Sun 27 LENS & LIGHTS MOVIE. Alden Auditorium - 8 p.m. 
Mon 28 JV BASEBALL Wore. Jr., home - 3:30p.m. 
FACULTY WIVES Reading Workshop Gordon Lib. Seminar Room - 7:30p.m. 
Tue 29 GOLF: Lowell Tech. away - 1 p.m. 
JV TENNIS: Dean Jr., away - 2 p.m. 
BASEBAU: Tufts, home 3:30 p.m. 
WEEKLY EVENTS: 
SATURDAYS: 
Sacrament of Penance - 5 p.m.; Folk Mass - 6 p.m. Janet Earle Room 
SUNDAYS: 
Sacrament of Penance 10 a.m.; Folk Mass - 11 a.m., followed by discussion and 
coffee, Janet Earle Room. 
MONDAYS· 
Pastoral Counseling, Collegiate Religious Center, Fr. Scanlon - 2 to 10 p.m. 
TUESDAYS: 
Pastoral Counseling, Collegiate Religious Center, Fr. Scanlon - 2 to 5 p.m. 
WEDNESDAYS: 
Acting Workshop, Alden Main Stage 8:45 to 10:45 p.m. 
P&gi.' 6 
Project information and 
The following material is a listing of the many opportunities to discuss projects and m· 
terests which will be available to you on April 23. The people participating will be happy to talk 
w1th you about their own project interetsts and experiences. They w1ll assist in more clearly 
def 1ing your own interests and in choosing a project area for next year. You are encouraged to 
visit several of the presentations, narrow your chotces and then talk with the faculty involved in 
the area(sl of specific interest to you. Classes have been cancelled for this day. 
~he objecrive is to find a topic for a project with a faculty lsdvisorl li1ember who will advise 
you next year and then f l)ut a project registration form. Submit the registration form to the 
registrar by 5:00p.m , Pro1.:ct lnformatton and Registratton Day April 23. 
- Select Project 
- Find Advisor 
- Registrar before 5:00p.m. 
No additional registration forms will be accepted until Term A Enrollment Day in Sep-
tember 
Remember there is no specific penalty for not partictpattng. However, those who are first 
in their planning will be more likely to get their preferred choic9. Those who walt will face 
greater uncertainty of getting their preferred choice as faculty schedules become defined with 
courses and their many other demands. It pays to plan ahead I 
Alden Research Labs 
Professors Durgin, Ferron and Neale will be available to discuss project opportunities at 
Alden Reeeerch Labs as noted in the Mechanical Engineering schedule. 
Contact can normally be made for project opportunities at ARL through Professor Hecker 
and Civil Engineering and Professor Ferron and Mechanical Engineering. 
Biomedical Engineering and St. Vi cent's 
10 a.m.-12 p.m. - Projects discussion, Washburn 217 
Or. Beschle 
Or. Peura 
Mr. Shahnarian 
1 p.m. ·3 p.m. - Project Demonstrations, Washburn 217 
Emergency Medical Systems 
Biotelemetry 
Impedance Plethysmography 
Chemical Engineering 
On Project Registration Day, April23, 1975, the Department of Chemical Engineering will 
have students actively working on their projects and available for questioning between 1 and 3 
p.m. 
No general information sessions are planned stnce most students have already made their 
selections. Faculty members serv.ng as project advisors will be available all day In their offices 
or laboratories to discuss these or other projects. 
Project Roomm Faculty Probable 
Goddard Hall Advisor Students 
Permeability of fabrics 116 Wagner Oehler 
~nzyme synthesis 117 Kohler Keenan, Cosenz, Schlegel, 
Rowe, Rucci 
Fuel gas by fermentation 117 Kohler Lamarre, Rutter 
Sulphur from sulphur dioxide 118 Kranich Barnes, Brennan 
Suspension polymerization 118 Kramch Downes 
Liquid diffus1on 212 Wagner Dunn, Fielding 
Absorption on porous crystals 213 Sand Dolan, Gray 
Absorption of H2S 214 Zwiebel Wlllmert 
Detoxification of pesticides 226 Weiss-Kranich Hodgkins, (Charlene) 
Diffusion of S02 in natural 
zeolites 225 Ma Byron, Feltri 
Absorption of H2S 221 Zwiebel Pinigis, Panek 
Cyclic Absorption 221 Zwiebel Strillchuk 
Food Synthesis 222 Weiss Beaupre 
Diamond and sapphire synthesis 010 Sand 
(inside) Kuznicki, Dodwell 
Oetoxific:ation of Pesticides 023 Weiss-Kranich Linder, Oswald 
Chemistry 
The followmg schedule of events for Project Planning Day, April 23, is proposed by the 
Chemistry Department to cover both the promotion of project registration by current WPI 
students and participation in the program for prospective students and their parents being held 
on the same day. 
Time 
Event 
Location 
9:00 - 10:00 a.m. 
General information concerning available projects 
10:00 10:45 a.m. 
Guided Tour of Project activities in Chemistry 
10:30 - 11:00 a.m. 
Student Project Presentation 
11:00 - 11:45 a.m 
Guided Tour of Project Activities in Chemistry 
11 :30 12:00 a.m. 
Student Project Presentation 
1 .30 ~ 2:30 p.m. 
Guided Tour of Project Activtties in Chemistry 
(for parents and freshmen, class of 79) 
GH129 
Assemble GH 129 at 10:00 
GH227 
Assemble GH 129 at 10:00 
GH227 
Assemble GH 129 at 1:30 
Faculty will be available through the day for individual consultation and registration for 
projects. 
This guided tour will visit the Molecular Dynamics Lab, and Atmospheric and lonisphenc 
lab, the Biological Models Lab. the Photochemistry Lab, and the Enzyme Research Lab 
Studunts and faculty will show what they are doing and answer questions 
Civil Engineering 
9:00 - KH - 207 Meeting for all students Interested in Ce projects to explatn 
registra11on procedures, and projects availability. S1lva. Mansfield, Desros1ers. 
9:30 11:00 Faculty members available to discuss potential projects with small groups. 
will not be formal presentations.) 
9:30 10:00 
KH 202 DeFalco. Chalabl, Fitzgerald, Hammond, Koontz (Projects in S 
Engineenng) 
KH 116 Hart, Keshavan, Rossman, Lutz (Projects in Sanitary Engineering 
Resources) 
10:00 10:30 
KH 202 DeFalco. Chalabi, Fitzgerald (Projects in Construction Management) 
KH 207A Benjamin, Mansfield (Projects in Urban and Environmental Planning) 
10:30 - 1, :00 
KH 1 16 0' Andrea, Sage, Silva (Projects in Geotechnical - Soil Engineering) 
KH 207A Desrosiers, Lamothe (Projects in Transportation Engineering - Planning! 
11:00 12:00 Student presentations and discussions of on-going MOP Project o 
(Faculty will be available nearby or in their offices to answer questions about 
prOJects) 
Formal presentations: 
11:00 - 11 :30 
KH 207 Design of an Offshore Oil Drilling Structure (Silva. adv.l 
11:00 - 11:25 
Library Seminar Room Coastal Zone Management !Benjamin, adv.l 
11:30 - 12:00 
KH 207 Construction Management Projects (Chalabi, adv.) 
Informal demonstrations and discussions (small groups - individuals) 
11:00 - 12:00 
KH 202, KH 203, KH 204, KH 116 Projects In Structures and Construction MalliCIIIIIIihd 
(DeFalco, Chalabi, Fitzgerald, Hammond, and Koontz, advisors) 
KH 207A 116, 11A Projects in Urban and Environmental Planning (Benjamin, 
advisors) 
1:00 - 2:00 
KH 204. KH 207 A Projects in Transportation !Desrosiers and Lamothe, advs.l 
KH 116, KH 116 Projects in Soils & Geotechnology (0' Andrea, Sage, Silva, advs.) 
KH 202, KH 203 Projects in Sanitary Engineering - Water Resources (Hart, K 
Lutz, Rossman advisors) 
1:15 - 2:00 
KH 207 Preaentatlon of CE Program and Couraee to Prospective Students 
Fitzgerald) 
2:00 - 3:00 
KH 11A CE Faculty Reception for prospective students and parents. Refreshments. 
3:00 5:00 
Faculty advisors available in their offices for completion of project registration. 
Displays of completed project mttterials, plans, models. laboratory equtpment, etc, .. 
set up tn Kaven all day in the following locations. 
Structures and Construction 
Soils Geotechnology 
Sanitary Water Resources 
Urban Planning 
Transportation 
Management 
9:30-10:00 General meeting in the Great Hall of the Higgins House at which time 
members will explain past, present, and possible future projects In the area of mana 
engineering. Time will also be devoted to answering exploratory questions from thost 
attendance. 
10:30-12:00 - Presentation by students of some of their projects along with the problllll 
learning experiences. and hints learned therein. Faculty advisors wtll be there also to 1111 
their insights and inputs. 
1 :304:00 Faculty members will be in their offices to discuss projects and future pr~ 
answer questions about projects, and assist students in project enrollment. 
Students interested in a program involving Industrial Engineering should talk with f 
in Management. 
Physics 
9:30-10:00 a.m. General Information, Olin 223 
Project Demonstrations 
10:00-10:15 a.m. Photon Counting Laboratory, Olin 009 
10:15-10:30 a.m. - Electron Spin Resonance Laboratory, ·olin 017 
10:30 10:45a.m. - Holography and Modern Optics, Olin014b 
10:45-11:00 a.m. Solid State, Olin 0148 
11:00-11:16 a.m. • Van de Graeff Laboratory, Olin 0004 
Interactive Qualifying Project 
11 s.m. 12 noon 
Bioethics - Shannon (Also Prof. Hoskins in Olin 301) 
Vtdeotape Applications Scott 
Consumer Protection - Bourgault 
Advocacy Program for the Retarded - Christopher 
Creative Problem Solving Boyd 
Technology Assessment Boyd 
Practice Teachtng - Berka 
Juvenile Delinquency - Hagglund 
Emergency Medical Services - Moruzzi and Peura 
Multinational Corporations Dunn and Keil 
Industrial Health & Safety MoruZZI & Boyd 
1 p .m.· 2 p.m. 
Consumer Dtscrimination Survey - Graubard 
Aids for the Handicapped - Bluemel 
Careful Technology: Living on a Small Planet - Demetry 
Two-Career Marriages - Hodge 
Teachtng at the Worcester County Jail - Schachterle 
Metropolitan Area Planning Council: Transportatton Planning - Mansfield 
Regional Environmental Modeling Rossman 
Bioethtcs students 
Road Salting <md the Economy - Wild 
3 p .m.· 5 p .m 
The lOP Center is offering a special presentation on "Value Ranking and ClartficattOII 
Guest Speaker for this presentation will be Dr. Robert Miller, Assoc. Prot. of Religion at T 
Untverslty. 
T 
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Computer Science 
The Computer Science program for project planning day on April 23rd will be as follows: 
.to:ro MQP and IQP Departmental Project Overview, HL 215 
Professors Sondak end Scott will overview general project areas in Computer Science. On 
oH campus project opponunities, and challenges will be reviewed. Sample project reports 
project grading will be discussed. A list of faculty project areas will be diStributed. 
1J • 12{){) Faculty D1scusston of Project Opportunities 
Professors Norman E, Sondak, Ramon C. Scott. Stephen R. Alpert, Leonard D. Lipner, 
M. Perry, Ms. Mary Hardell and Ms. Kathleen F. McCanhy will each review panlcular 
· t opportunities. These projects range from Industrial off-campus projects at computer 
turers such as Digital Equipment Corporation and Data General Corporation to on· 
projects in Computer Science research. 
15. 4«J 
Faculty will be available in their offices to discuss individual project opportunities. 
.Norman E. Sondak Room HL 121 
. Ramon C. Scott HL 123 
Stephen A. Alpert HL 122A 
. Leonard D. Llpner HL 1228 
.JamesM. Perry HL 1228 
Miry Hardell HL 121 
Ktthleen McCarthy HL 121 
Humanities 
~--INIIC8: Humanities Faculty Offices in Alden 
me: 
9:00 a.m. - noon 
1:00 p.m. - 4:oo p.m. 
T/VITIES 
Individual faculty members wwll be available for consultation In their respective offices. 
GENERAL PROJECT INFORMATION- with respect to the humanities sufficiency. The 
t~~manities sufficiency program can be developed by the students with their respective ad-
111ots In addition, the following humanities faculty members will serve as sufficiency con· 
Jlbnts: 
Drama Theatre - E. Haves. E. Kalish. T. Packard. 
H11tory - J. Zeugner, P. Dunn, R. Flynn, D. Johnson, J. Manfra. 
History of Science - Technology M. Sokal, E. Parkinson. 
Foreign Languages - D . Johnson. 
Literature - L. Schachterle, K. Andersen. C. Heventhal, J. Hodge. D. McKay, A. Roche. 
Music L. Curran. D. McKay. 
Philosophy and An J Hensel. 
Interrelated Sequences - J. Hensel, J. Zeugner (other appropriate faculty members 1n 
n.tiesl . 
Religion and Social Ethics T. Shannon. 
ER AREAS OF INTEREST 
Andersen. K. - "Wilderness and the American Mind" 
L. - Projects in Music 
Dum. P. - "The Multinational Corporation" 
- " 'Bucky' Fuller" 
- "Culture Responses to Modernization" 
~. M. - "Effects of Technology on the Human Personality" 
Ft1nn. R. - Projects in European Social, Intellectual, and Political History 
acullf. Hensel, J. - "Philosophy Involvement In ... " 
emeiC - "Morality- Ethics In. . '' 
ose ~ Hodge, J. - "Two-Career Marriages" 
~.E. - "Technical Problems In the Practical Theater" 
Jolmson, D. - "Utopias and Communes" 
McKay, D. - "18th Century Music" 
- "20th Century Music" 
Mlnfra, J.A. - "Minorities in Worcester" 
Partcinson, M. - "Relationships between Science, Technology and Western Culturn" 
lloc:he, R. - "Mark Twain" 
Schachterle, L. - "The Worcester County Jail" 
Sl!annon, T. - "Bioethics" 
Sokal. M.- "Topics in the Social History of Science and Technology 
leugner, J. - "The Technology of Surveillance" 
-"Technology, Foreign Policy. and Decision Making in Vietnam War" 
These faculty members will also be involved in programs at the IQP Center at specified times. 
Life Sciences 
IOUl-10:30 Information Meeting - ~roblems and Joys of Projects. Faculty and Students on 
Panel. 
IO'll-12:30 Project Opportunities in Life Sciences. Students interested m specific project 
opponunitles will have time to meet with tJch WPI faculty member during this two hour 
period, on a round-robin basis. 
Professor Danielli: Life Sciences Office 
Top1cs: Stress Physiology, Bioenergetics related to photosynthesis 
!Students: Paul Stein, Brad Brous) 
P!ofessor Cheetham: OL 026 (or OL 3011 
Topics: Fish behavior and physiology, marine biology -
Clapp Labs Internship Center -· Duxbury, MA 
Environmental Studies 
!Students: AI Bergestrom, John Cook, Corey Hills) 
Professor Crusberg: OL 025 
Topics: Cell physiology and biochemistry, membrane proteins of erythrocytes, 
senescence, scanning electromicroscopy, St. Vincent Hospital projects in hematology. 
fStudents: Kiernan, Minsky, Rosen) 
Professor Hoskins: OL 208 lor OL 301 I 
Topics: Tissue studies (histochemical, tissue culture, methyl mercury problems!. 
biomedical photography (at St. Vincent Hospital), bioethics as IQP 
Pr 
!Students: Stephen Makuch. Karen Brozowski) 
Dfessor Reissen: OL 21 1 
Topics: Plant biochemistry and physiology, extracellular fungal enzymes 
11S.2:30 Meeting with High School Seniors interested In Life Sciences. They should report 
toOL 212 initially and they will have a chance to see projects going on, as described 
above. 
Also see orange book " a listing of available projects" in LS office or anywhere 
Electrical Engineering 
For WPI Students 
9:00 · 9:30a.m. - Discussion of Project Opportunities in Electrical 
1:15· 1:45p.m.- Engineering- RoomAK219 
10:00 - 11:45 a.m. - Project Exhibitl in Circuit Laboratory IAK 1081 
2:00 - 3:30p.m. - Electronics Lab. (AK 213) and other locations 
3:00- 5:00p.m. - Project Registration in the offices of EE faculty members 
Stude~ts can register at other times on Project Planning Da~ if they can find their Project 
Adv1sor 
For High School Students and Parents 
1:15 - 1:45 p.m. - Discussion of various areas in Electrical Engineering (communications 
computers, electronics, power systems) Coureee, projecu, career opportunities. Room A K, 
117 (lecture hall). 
1:45 • 2:30 P·':fl· - Tours of the laboratory facilities and project areas power, electronics, solid 
state, hybnd computer and digital systems laboratories. · 
Mathematics 
9:30 - 10:00 :- G~l ~lng conducted by department project coordinator. Familiarize s~udents ~1th proJect reg~stration procedures, help students pick out faculty whQ might 
d~rect proJects •_n areas of ~nt~e_st t~ the students, give out descriptions of projects which 
the fac~lty are mterested 1n g1v1ng, tssue schedule of activities for the 10:00-12:00 period. 
The meeting will take place in SH 105. 
10:00 - 12:00 - Prese~tations by st~dents who are or have been involved in projects. Schedule 
of t~ese presentations will be g1ven out at the 10:30 meeting. Faculty members available in 
thetr off1ces. 
1:15 - 4:00 ~acul~ members available in offices to discuss projects and assist in completing 
proJeCt reg1strat1on forms. 
Mechanical Engineering 
. 
For the April 23 Projects Information and Registration Day, afternoon portion, the 
following facultY of the Mechanical Engineering Department will be available for combinations 
ot presentations, tours, and demonstrations. The faculty will independently contact their 
project students and invite their participation in the activity for which the faculty members have 
been listed. In all cases the specialty listed will be emphasized in lal its relationship to the broad 
field of mechanical engineering and I bl the specialty as a professional field in its own right. 
FIELD OF INTEREST 
Materials Science 
and Processing 
Nuclear Engineering 
Gamma Spectroscopy 
(An applied nuclear 
engineering activity) 
Aero-Fluid Mechanics 
and Hydraulics 
"Hang Gliding to 
Fluid Machinery" 
The Mechanical 
Engineering 
Profession 
Engineering 
Medicine and 
Graduate Sch'ool 
Mechan1cal 
Design 
Vehicular Systems 
Engineering 
Mechanics and the 
Thermal Sciences 
Fluid Sciences and 
Engineering Analysis 
Experimental Engineering 
Engineering 
FACULTY 
Reynolds 
Bourgault 
Biederman 
Gordon 
Wilbur 
Mayer 
Durgin 
Ferron 
Neate 
Scott 
Zwiep 
Feldman 
Johnson 
Hammond 
Borden 
Hagglund 
Boyd 
K1stler 
Hoffman 
Grandin 
Anderson 
Staples 
Corey 
Yankee 
ROOM 
WB 206 
for 
initial 
meeting 
Nuclear 
Reactor 
Facility 
HL 126 
Alden 
Research 
Laboratories 
(can be. changed 
to HL 1f desired) 
REMARKS 
Can handle two or three 
groups. 
Discussion, tours. and 
demonstrations. 
If interested in high schedule a 
second session 
In addition to a description of 
the nuclear topics t his subject 
will also describe potential 
projects. 
A 2nd presentation may be 
scheduled it needed. 
HL 101 An overview on mechanical 
engineering plus student 
project reports and demon·, 
strations - can be repeated as 
often as needed. (TV lab as an 
alternate location.) 
HL~ 
HL 212 
I.C.E. 
Lab. 
HL 204 
HL 201 
HL 3 
HL 221 
This discussion will emphasize 
the relationship of mech. engr 
to other professions and to 
graduate study 
How WPI students develop 
their engineering design 
capabilities. 
Automotive and energy 
conversion projects with 
student project participants, 
will be discussed. 
Special emphasis on the project 
phase of learning as it relates to 
these subject areas. If there Is a 
sufficient audience separate 
these two topics and put RRH 
in HL 209 
How the student prepares for 
handling problems in these 
major professional areas, Q and 
A session. 
Laboratory activities in a M.E. 
program of study. Tour and Lab 
projects 
Will give emphasis on the 
freshman year for M.E. 
students 
Pape 8 NEWSPEAK 
FRIDAY: BLOOD, SWEAT, and TEARS with David Clayton-
Thomas, 8:00 p.m., Harrington Auditorium. Doors open 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets $4.00 with Tech 1.0. 
Blood, Sweat and Tears 
·New faces, same sound 
BLOOD, SWEAT snd Tears, the baby big 
band that crossed musical lines in 1967 with 
its marriage of jan and rock, made Mister 
Kelly's an odds-on favorite Monday night to 
recoup its $100,000 investment in a four-
week stint to put some big names up in lights 
on Rush Street. 
BS&T. which will receive $50,000 for its 
two-week engagement (follwed by another 
two weaker with the Pointer Sisters at the 
same pncel played an explosive first show to 
a sold out house of 290 persons and a second 
set to more than 250. Even at the record 
cover charges of $9 and $10, reservations 
1ndicate there are plenty of people who are 
willing to pay those prices in a club if the 
talent is worth it. 
And BS&T is worth every penny. Now 
calling themselves "the new Blood, Sweat 
and Tears" (only drummer Bobby Columby 
remains from the original aggregation), this 
group is probably better than the original 
band. 
THE BASIC formule he$n't changed 
much: powerful homs, backed by an im-
pecable rhythm section. And all of it driven 
by the astounding force of vocalist David 
Cl8yton-Thomas. 
It is. 1n fact, Clayton-Thomas, who gives 
heart to the band. Monday night's show 
mwk.ed his return to BS&T (a decilfon made 
after the Kelly's date had been signed) 
following a three-year attempt to go solo. 
Both Clayton-Thomas and BS& T suffered 
from the split. 
Other good singe!'S gave it a try, but they 
lacked his sheer strength to go up against the 
band's brass sound. 
With his familiar hip swivels, shoulder rolla, 
and all-around swagger, Clayton-Thomu 
used this beautiful blues-tinged voice to 
alternately belt and croon such BS&T 
favorites as "God Bless the Child" and 
"You've Made Me So Very Happy," as well 
as a new contagious upbeat number, 
"Johnny Porter." 
The all-around sound of the new band is 
more subtle and flexible due to the sub-
traction of a second trumpet and the ability 
of the hornmen to double on several in· 
struments. With a front line of one trumpet 
<Tony Klatkal, trombone (Dave Bargeron, 
doubling on tubal. end sax and flute (Bill 
Tillman), BS&T haa traded its former 
shnllness tor nuance and shading. 
led by Columby, the rhythm section in-
corporates the best of jazz swing a Ia Basie 
with _the most of complex rock rhythms. 
Bassist Ron McClure plays acoustic as well 
as electric bass and got off a sterling bowing 
solo. Rounding out the rhythm section to 
perfection are guitarist George Wadenius 
and Larry Willis on keyboards. 
The group started easy with "Lucretia 
MacEvil" and built up "And When I Die," an 
eclectic frenzy of jazz, rock, soul, blues, and 
gospel, complete with tambourines and a 
good deal of hand clapping from the 
cheering audience. 
As a band that used to pack concert halls, 
BS& T hasn't done much since the early '70a. 
With the return of Clayton-Thomas the 
group has an excellent chance of getting it 
together again. 
The Kelly's gig gives them time to retrench 
and gives audiences an outstanding op-
portunity to hear not only the fountainheed 
of jau-rock playing in an intimate setting but 
to hear one of the most exciting acts Rush 
Street has seen in a long time. 
TO THE WPI COMMUNITY: 
In order to pay for a weekend as large as this we 
must sell tickets for BS& T to people outside the WPI 
community. Starting Wednesday, April 16, 1975, we 
will be selling tickets at UMass Amherst and at places 
in Boston. We ask that if you want to go to Blood, Sweat 
and Tears, buy your tickets before Wednesday . 
SATURDAY: 9:00a .m.- 25 mile Bike Race, Quad 
Afternoon Events -
Country Fair and WPI Stage Band 
1 : oo p.m. - Chariot Race - Quadrangle 
1:00 p.m.- Track Meet 
2:00 p.m.- Tennis Meet, WPI vs. Babson - home 
J.P. 
April 
Chariot race 
FRIDAY, APRIL 11-The Junior Prom Committee of WPI is 
sponsoring a chariot race Saturday, April 9th 
at 1 :00. Any club. fraternity or organization 
Interested please see -
Blood, Sweat, and Tears wn. _,._.,, .. , 
Brown. In Concert, w.. • ...-. ..... 
community. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 19-
9:00-25 mile bike race to 
1 I : 00- Country Fair on Qu.16illi 
to be held in Alden Ml,_,. Mary Polenik 
Stoddard B ' 
Box No. 1737 
OR 
James Hall 
ATO 12:00-1:00- WPI Stage BandlllllllaiiiCiran 
Box No. 947 
Applications must be turned in by 
Wednesday, April 16th. 
RULES 
1 :00- Varsity Track Meet 
1 :00 - Chariot Races, Ou11drl• 
2:00-3:00- WPI Stage 
7:30-9:00- Portraits In w.. • ..a...-:.. 
8:00- 1975 Junior Prt•m••-•ila 
Hall Group. Tickets Sl.SI 
SUNDAY, APRIL 20-
1. Chariot must have 2 wheels. 
2. Chariot must be decorated accord1ng to 
the theme "Spirit of '76". 
&.r-B·Oue on the Playing Fielllllfl...,iCtd 
8:00- Movie in Alden : Anleri-•rtoons 
3. Chariot must have 1 rider. 
4 . Chariot must be pulled by 4 people with 
a total exchange occuring halfway around 
the course With 4 new runners. Therefore 
you need a total of eight runners. four to 
sutn and four different to finish. 
Prizes awared for: Best Design, 
Most Quick, and Best Overall. 
Tickets on S.le: O.niels Hall_. .. 
to2 p .m .; Monday to Friday, 
Your date with a techie 
If you are going to the formal with an 
engineer, it IS hoped that th1s article will serve 
as a guide as to what to expect from your 
date durinQ the evening, depending on which 
discipline he is enr'JIIed in. 
CIVIL 
During dinner, your date may continually 
k1ck the table legs and twist at his chair. This 
1s simply his instincts telling him to be sure 
not to sit at any place which may cave in 
around him. Don't expect to dance too much 
at the formal as he will probably spend most 
of his time conducting structural tests on the 
decorations. 
On the way to and from the formal don't 
be surprised if he stops at an intersection for 
an hour or so to count traffic. However. do 
not be disillusioned, for later In the evening 
he will undoubtedly show you some erecting 
of his own which is hard to match In strength 
and durability. Ooh Ia lal 
MECHANICAL 
Be prepared when driving to dinner to 
thrown around the car as your date will II 
constantly slamming on the brakes to teat HI 
hydraulics system and throwing the wl* 
violently to test his steering hnkaga. 
dinner try to contain yourself as his tt 
tests on the silverware sends a fork into 1ht 
wall over your head. Do not be alarmed If yaa 
sit all alone on a steam radiator while lw 
conducts a thermal dynamic study of 
heating system of Higgins labs. 
After the formal, however, you are in fore 
real treat as the mechanical engineer h• • 
mtimate working knowledge of the OW 
Stroke, Steam Reclp. Pump. 
ELECTRICAL 
Your evening may be very strange aa 
date will always be talking about 
CIUITII Fill WILL IE IELI II ILIEI IILL 
IF TIEIE IS IICLEMEIT WEITIEI. 
BOOTHS SO FAR: 
1. Baked Goods 6. Terrarium 
2. Egg Toss 7. Creative Fair 
3. Game Booths 8. Magic Show 
4. 
5. 
Leather Crafts 9. Bands 
Ca ndles 10. Refreshments 
(Beer and Hot Dogs) 
11. Handwriting and Horoscope Analysis 
SatardaJ Iicht Menu for JP 
Cheese & Crackers 
Finger Sandwiches 
Tuna salad - Ham salad - Chicken salad Egg salad 
Potato Chips Pretzels 
Wine & Champagne Miller Beer 
yo 
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19,20 
April 18-20, 1 97S 
. Special Guest: Spanky 
p.m. Tickets 14.00 for WPI 
University, Home. 
, Aprll9, 10, 11 -11 a.m. 
to4p.m. 
you are Ingenious enough, you can keep him 
from playing. Perhaps later on he may show 
you his w1re collection. At the formal itself, 
you'll be lucky to dance at all since he will 
only stand w1th his eyes transfixed on the 
lighting. Afterwards though, you can eKpect 
him to pull all othll'r wires out and plug 
himself in. This provides quite a show if he 
h1ts the wrong socket. 
CHEMICAL 
On your date with a chemical engineer, 
please try to keep your cool as he tosses an 
hydrometer into your wine to test its specific 
gravity. At the formal itself you would be well 
advised to get your drinks from someone else 
as he pndes himself on his ability to make his 
own alcohol which usually tums out 50 per 
cent ethanol and 50 per cent poly-vinyl 
chloride. However, later on you are com-
Pletely safe In his hands because he has 
Ticket sales 
Tickets for J P weekend go on sale 
Wednesday, April 9th at 11 :00 a.m. in Daniels 
Lounge. Friday night concert tickets are 
$4.00 with Tech 10, lim1t of two tickets per 
10. Tickets without 10 are $6.00. Tickets for 
the Promenade are $3.50 for everyone. 
Movie tickets for American GraHitti are 
$1 .00. 
People who purchase two tickets each for 
Friday and Saturday night will receive two 
free tickets for Sundays movie. All Friday 
night tickets be1ng purchased at a discount 
must be accompanied by an 10, however 
there is a catch. A Friday night ticket being 
purchased alone must be purchased by a 
person with their ID, whereas package deal 
discount Friday night tickets may be pur· 
chased in a group with multiple IO's. I.e. One 
person may purchase package deal tickets 
for a group of persons as long as he has each 
member of the groups' ID. This is to enable 
friends to sit together at the Promenade 
without the big rush Saturday night. 
Seats for Saturday nights Promenade are 
reserved only. A seating plan will be available 
at the ticket both to aid In seat reflection. 
Reserved seats will be enforced Saturday 
night. 
undoubtedly conducted extensive per· 
m1ability studies on his prophylactics and 
knows better than anyone how to make the 
fluids of the heart (and elsewhere) flow. 
ARITHMETIC AND PHYSICS 
For the greatest entertainment you and a 
girlfriend should double-date with a physics 
and an arithmetic engineer in order to see 
personally the arrangement of vegetables by 
Set Theory on your plafes and to hear why 
you should not piss on an electric fence. 
Your evening of dancing will be. very fast as 
you will race from room to room to det~H"· 
mine whether the distribution of people Is 
normal. 
After the formal, your goose Is cooked 
because these guys kno~ the probability of 
" success" and it Is damn close to one. 
(Ripped oH from "The Integrator" anc;t 
submitted anonymously.) 
If you are interested in setting up a booth for the 
country fair, contact Mary Polanik - P.O. Box 1737 or 
Jim Hall - P .0. Box 947, the country fair coordinators. 
Details such as item, booth size, quantity and entrance 
fee will be discussed. 
CREW RACE 
SUNDAY, APRIL 20 at 1:00 p.m. 
REGETTA POINT 
OUTSIDE 
BAR BEQUE 
(weather permitting) 
SUIDIY, APRIL 20 
Late Afternoon 
Free for 7-day meal ticket holders. 
1:00 p.m. - GMrlel Kaplan, Comedllln1 Ellis Hllll Group, 
0.~ a.nd- Hllm....-n Aud. (Night club atmosphere, 
semi-formal attire, all Tech people Invited). Ticket prices 
S3.SO - RESERVED Seats Onlylll . 
Gabriel Kaplan 
" He stands on the threshold of fame aa a 
social satirist." 
Chlcsgo Daily News, 
Sam Lesner 
" Kaplan is the most original comic to 
come our way in many months. He Is terribly 
funny." 
Chic11go Dsily Nttws 
Ann Barzel 
" For a comedian to be good - really good 
- he has to make your sides hurt. That's not 
masochism, just fact. If he can get an 
audience laughing and keep the people going 
so long they can' t catch their breath. then 
he's good. Dynamite even. 
That' s the Gabe Kaplan story. He's got a 
show going nightly at the Playboy Club that 
1s a side-splitter. Agonizing even. A howl 
success." 
The CincinnBti Enquirer 
" Kaplan has been scoring heavily with 
low-key, topical humor, much of it drawn 
directly from life experiences and only 
slightly 8'1Ca.ggerated to make a comic point. 
His hu'mor touches upon growing up In 
New· York, television commercials and 
shows, superb bits on Howard Cosell and Ed 
Sullivan, and very contemporary subjects 
and problems. which he usually Includes in 
his act when working to collegate, non· 
nightclub audiences. His language changes 
according to the scene and standards of a 
particular club while his comedy remains at a 
consistently intelligent, perceptive level." 
Vwiety 
"Comedian Gabe Kaplan is attracting full 
houses with underplayed style aimed 
primarily at the young single adult, but 
anyone who cares to travel along can get lots 
of yocks out of the ride." 
Vsriety 
"His tales of childhood frltnda had the 
audience rolling in the aisles. Also 
highlighted was Kaplan's imperaonation of a 
drunk Ed Sullivan. which was totally con· 
vincing. He' s that good." 
Campus News 
• (Pasadena) 
" Though he had to compete for laughs 
with Lily Tomlin and Donna Jean young, 
both of " Laugh·ln" fame, Gabriel Kaplan, 
relative unknown, is easily the funniest show 
of the night." 
Inner View 
(Pepperdine University, 
Los Angeles) 
After those raves, what is there left for us 
to day? Just a few biographical details: 
Gabriel was born in New York 26 years ago 
and now lives in Miami. In between, he was a 
minor league baseball player - a left fielder 
in the Texas league; as one critic said 
"perhaps it is the young comic's background 
as a baseball pro that makes his take-off of a 
sportscaster particularly biting." 
And Gabriel writes all hia own material. 
Other people's too, if lt comes to that. He's 
written TV scripts and wrote much of David 
Frye's album Richerd Nixon, Suptnttlr. 
SUNDAY: IIERICII IRIFFITI, 
8:00 p.m., Alden Memorial, $1.00 or free with package deal. 
Assorted wines and champagnes 
plus sandwiches, cheeze ancl 
I 
crackers will be on sale. 
Tickets on sale 11 a.m. 
every day this week 
In Daniels Lounge. 
THE ONLY SPECIALTY SHOP IN WORCESTER 
AND WORCESTER COUNTY 
20 Per Cent Discount for Proms and Students 
BONARDI'S FORMAL WEAR 
89 ~in Street 
Representative p O' Brien Worcester, ~ss. 01608 
School - WPI Tel. 754-4036 
Largest Seledions With 
The Newest Styles 
" WE FIT FOR PERFECTION" 
Free Parking In Front of Store 
PRINCE EDWARDS 
Tux Tall 
25Stylesto 
choose from 
Page \0 
Bicentennial exhibition 
" The Colonial Epoch in America," the first 
of three major Bicentennial exhibitions at the 
Worcester Art Museum, opens April 18 and 
will remain on view through January 4, 1976. 
Art forms of the 17th and 18th centuries 
selected from the Museum collection will be 
presented tn nontraditional installations 
especially designed to convey the quality of 
life in the pre-Revolutionary era of 1674 to 
1776. The Museum's three American 
galleries have been completely redesigned to 
dtmimsh their classical architecture to the 
smaller scale of colonial homes. 
Each room presents a major theme. such 
as the paintings of Joseph Blackburn or 
John Stngleton Copley, or the unrivaled 
collection of Paul Revere silver fashioned for 
Lo1s Orne's wedding gift. Each setting is 
appropriately enriched by examples of 
period furniture, rare 18th-century prints, 
jewelry, maps and broadsides, coins and 
paper money, clocks, needlework, pewter 
and glass, and other decorative arts. 
Twenty-eight paintings are presented in 
the exhibition and nearly the same number of 
prints, with fascinating early examples from 
the Museum's Goodspeed Collection, inJ 
eluding Peter Pelham's mezzotint of 
Reverend Wiii!IJm Cooper and Paul Revere's 
print of The Boston MasSllcre. The strong 
American silver collection invites special 
attention; in addition to the extensive 
grouping by Paul Revere II is shown 
Jeremiah Dummer's porringer, a wort< by 
Boston's first native silversmmith, together 
with pieces by John Coney, Edward Win· 
slow, Benjamin Burt, and the Worcester 
silversmith. William Swan, among others. 
The Worcester Art Museum's celebration 
of America's bicentennial years is a 
chronological series of three separate 
exhibitions, each accompanied by a specialty 
written, illustrated catalogue. Bicentennial 
Exhibition II covering the years 1n6 to 1826 
will be shown March 1-June 30, 1976, and 
Bicentennial Ill, 1826 to 1876, will be on view 
September 15, 1976-January 5, 19n,. 
"The Colonial Epoch In America" was 
organized by Dagmar E. Reutlinger, Curator, 
author of the exhibition catalogue. James A. 
Welu, Assistant Curator. COI)rdinated the 
exhibition design. The catalogue surveys the 
origins and development of early colonial 
arts, with notes on the more than 100 objects 
on view. 
"Not all early works are inferior. nor all 
later works suparior," writes Mrs. Reutlinger, 
"but in the seamless whole of time we can 
still sense men Ieeming something from their 
predecessors as they build a civilization." 
"The Colonial Epoch in America" will be 
on view from April18, 1975, through January 
4, 1976. Guided tours given by Museum 
docents may be arranged free of charge at 
the Education Division. The exhibition 
catalogue •s available at the Museum Shop. 
Worcester Art Museum is open free at all 
time, Tuesdays through Saturdays 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m .• Sundays 2 to 6 p.m. 
Which kazoo are they passing? The jugless jugband captures first place in the 
first WPI talent night. 
Students sections of the Society of Women Engineers will hold 
a convention at the University of Pittsburgh. The meeting will be . 
held from June 23 through June 25, and is directed primarily to the 
concerns of women as student engineers and scientists. Any 
member of the Worcester Chapter, particularly underclassmen, 
interested in attending, should contact Kris Thompson in the 
Admissions Office or information can be obtained by writing 
directly to Ms. Karen Kreidouski,. Society of Women Engineers, 
124 Benedum Engineering Building, University of Pittsburgh, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15261. 
Juniors-Seniors 
Earn Over $500 Per Month 
NUCLEAR POWER OPPORTUNITY 
April 19 protest 
(CPS) - Two hundred years ago this April 
19th Paul Revere and William Dawes set off 
on the famed midnight rides to warn the 
peoples of lexington and Concord that "the 
British are coming." 
As part of its efforts to rekindle that 
revolutionary spirit and warn people about 
"today's royalists," the Peoples Bicentennial 
Commission (PBC) has announced plans for 
its commemoration of the Battles of 
lexington and Concord with a massive 
gathering at the Concord battleground 
Saturday, April 19. 
"A new monarchy has grown up in 
America," warned the PBC In its publicity for 
the commemoration. "Today's royalists -
America's giant corporations - make King 
George look like a petty tyrant." 
The celebration will begin with "Midnight 
Ride Caravans" set to leave from Boston and 
surrounding communities at one minute past 
midnight. The PBC has urged people to 
adorn their cars "with flags and corporate 
effigies" and to sound their horns all the way 
to Concord. 
The all-night "Concord Bridge 
Celebration" will include "ongoing musical 
and theatrical entertainment, old fashioned 
oratory, hot soup and bread kitchens, and a 
host of surprises." The festivities will 
culminate in a "Rally for Economic 
Democracy'' at 11 a.m. featuring speeches of 
Tom Paine, Sam Adams and John Hancock 
and the signing of a "Declaration of 
Economic lnddpendence." 
"On April 19, 1n5, the Patriots sent a 
message to King George," says the PBC. 
"This April 19, we're going to send a 
message to Wall Street." 
Calling themselves a "nationwide band of 
patriots dedicated to the ideals of the frist 
American Revolution," the PBC has already 
sponsored several "alternative" Bicentennial 
celebrations. During the "BO$ton Oil Party'' 
in 1973 over 20,000 demonstrators gathered 
and PBC followers dumped empty oil drume 
off a replica of an 18th century ship to 
commemorate the 200th anniversary of the 
Boston Tea Party. 
The PBC wants to encourage "people who 
have the guts to stand up for their country 
and the principals this country was founded 
on," the PBC told US News snd World 
Report. "People are teaming to challenge 
corruption, abuses of power and con-
centrations of wealth as people did in the 
Revolution." 
For mor& information about the Lexington 
and Concord commemoration, contact The 
Peoples Bicentennial Commission, 490 
Beacon S treat, Boston, MA 12115. 
Telephone (617) 247·1851. 
Interested in athletics? financial aid? BOTH? 
Then give us a hand! 
Contact NEWSPEAK box 2472 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
PIT STOP II 
Rap About Religion 
10:00 p.m. at Stoddard A Pit 
We really rap about anything including room costs, off-campus housing, spud, 
growing up on farms, going to school in New Hampshire, etc. In fact, religion was 
hardly touched on, but It was touched. It's a touchy subject, right? Soda and 
cookies, too. 
Rev. Stan Culy, Protestant Coordlntttor 
Fr: Pete Scanlon, ~tholic Chaplttln 
Rev. Paul Anderson, Campus Minister 
Rev. Hugh Huntley, ~mpus Minister 
AN UPDATE ON THE MG DEPARTMENT 
••• A CHANCE TO BE HEARD 
Epsilon Upsilon Pi Honor Society will sponsor a meeting on Tuesday. April 
22nd to discuss several topics related to the department's operations. likely 
subjects to be aired inc~ude: 
- the direction of the depo~rtment 
- the surch for a new department head 
-competency exams 
- project possibilities 
- student and honorary activities 
As an open forum, your opinions will be sought. 
TIME: 4:00p.m. 
PLACE : Higgins House Guest Hall 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED 
If you qullify. you c•n .. rn ov1r tiOO per month 
during your Ienior y .. r with gu1r1nt .. d Nucl .. r Power 
Trelnlng Be • Comml .. ioned Officer end work In the 
Nucl .. r f11ld Stlrtlng .. l•ry It over t11 ,000 oer ye1r with 
r~pld 1dv1ncement to over t18,000 per y .. r Ellc:ellent 
fringe benlflts. 1nd continuing educ1tlon. 
Prerequleites one Yilt of college phy•ICI. m1th 
through lnteer•l oeloulus. 
In keeping with our All Voluntery Forol Concept, you 
Incur no obllgltlon 
Pt.... 11nd me lnform•tlon on thl Nucl .. r Power 
Prognm· 
N•m•--------------------------------
Addre11 -----------------------------
Phone ______________________________ _ 
Gred Dete'---------------------------
Melor ____________________________ _ 
Send to: 
Lt. Don Herbi1on 
Nevv lnform•tlon Te•m 
Albeny, New York 12210 
or c•ll 16111 472-4424 
collect 
~~~~y, A~\15,19~ NE~~~e_M~~---------~--------------~~~ 
Real-world campus security 
. 
. 
. 
by Ashley Chase 
ICPSI - The campus securaty officer -
once the kindly old •·watchman" or " Pop" -
haS evolved 1nto the new professionally-
1rau1ed law enforcement agent replete wath 
the most modern technology. 
NauonWJde. the reorganization of campus 
securiiY has produced concern and oon· 
uoversv. 
''Driving around in their high-powered 
(lltS. With a b1g engme with a lot of snap. 
equipped w1th every kind of communication 
dev1ce except two cans on a string, Campus 
secu••tY does a lot more than issue traffic 
rickets," said an Iowa State Daily reporter. 
The University of California-Berkeley 
Forum has also reported the birth of the new 
cop. In the last five years, it said, the UCPO 
force has grown from 15 officers to 85 of-
fiCerS 
"The UCPO has developed a more 
aggressive style of law enforcement on 
campus, uses sophisticated weaponry, 
technologically advanced communication 
and Information gathering systems and 
regularly employs undercover surveillance," 
said the Forum "It has become a highly 
organized police network and has made the 
transition from being primarily a watchman 
detail to becoming a modern urban police 
force." 
The rise in campus police power has been 
questioned by many. 
For Instance, Kentucky State University's 
sec:urity officers have general police power 
InCluding the power to arrest " without 
process. all persons who within their view 
commit a crime or misdemeanor." They also 
have all the common law, statutory power 
and 1mmunity of sheriffs, said the university's 
newspaper, the Thorobred. 
In some cases, police power has met with 
open hostility. At UCLA, one disgusted 
Rap a raper 
(CPS! - A school in Maryland has found a 
new lncent1ve to spur students on to higher 
grades: beating up the professor. Mug a-
Thug 101 is a self-defense course in Towson 
State College's phys. ed. department, 
espectally popular with women students. 
"The reason we're here is to learn to hurt 
someone," said one student in the class. The 
IIIStructor, 28·year-old ex-Green Beret Mark 
Snyder, explained that the midterm only 
takes five minutes and involves a student 
dropp1ng by, fighting the professor and 
gettmg graded on how effectively he or she 
aaaulted him. 
Despite protests from anti·violent faculty 
members, the only casualty since the course 
upper dlvtsion student said, "They rough you 
up 1f you're a nobody and if you're a 
somebody, you get away with a lot. 
Sometimes they bear up people." Other 
students complained of pollee arrogance and 
unnecessary hassles concernmg drug busts. 
On the other hand, there has been an 
equal amount of praise for the new 
technology and power. 
"Once I was almost raped and I had a 
police man there in seconds," said one 
UCLA woman. 
George Key, director of the University of 
South Carolina's campus security said, 
" We've built up a highly qualified force and 
that reputat1on gets around. In just about 
every rape that's happened on campus, 
we've caught the rapist." 
And at the University of North Dakota, 
Chief Allen Spittler has boasted that, "All of 
our officers have had a minimum of 200 
hours training, and are capable of handling 
most situations that will come up." 
The grey area concerning the new cops, 
however, is the question of guns on campus. 
According to Wayne Lltrell, security 
director of Northwestern University Ill), 
"The rise 10 crime against property, and 
openness and permissiveness on campus 
forced security patrols to carry guns in 
certain situations. However, each college is 
in a different environment and they carry 
guns according to their needs." 
Iowa State's security director, W arren 
Madden, agreed. "Security forces at schools 
in large cities are usually armed. Urban 
un~versi ties have all the problems of a big-
city area and their security programs must be 
able to deal with these problems." 
But the gun issue may have gone too far at 
the UniversitY of Colorado (UCI, when its 
campus security men began to load their 
revolvers with the controversial hollow-point 
bullet. 
began three years ago has been Snyder 
himself An overzealous female student once 
broke h1s toes. 
In the final exam students must attempt to 
overcome two attackers at the same time. 
Punchmg, as well as goug1ng, kicking and 
hair pulling is not only allowed but expected. 
Snyder, once a judo and karate instructor, 
has run the class as informally as possible. 
Rather than teaching the complexities of 
Oriental martial arts. he ssid he sticks to the 
basics of street fighting. 
The secret of the course, he sa1d, is that, 
"You gotta fight dirty. When it comes to 
being attacked or molested, you don't follow 
any rules. You get 'em where they live." 
Regardless of other area allowances to drop courses at 
almost any time during the term' the final date for return 
of texts from Term D for dropped courses is 25 April 1975 
at the WPI Bookstore • 
COLLEGE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE 
Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo Components to Students at lowest prices. Hi 
Commission, NO Investment required. Serious Inquiries ONLY I FAD COM-
PONENTS, INC., 20 Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New Jersey 07006. 
JERRY DIAMOND 
201-227-6814 
IPARTIEIITS!!! 
If JOU are lookinc we hate them. 
Call 199-6016 
or 
Contact II Goldsmith. 
"Students also complained of police 
pulhng guns for mmor mcicents," sa•d Linda 
Chnstopher, a UC student body co-
president. 
Among the explanations cited for tRe new 
secur~ty concept IS the high cr1me rate on 
college campuses today. 
"Clime Involving property is the 
predommant form of criminal activity on 
campuses," said Arthur L. Stearns, Assistant 
Chief of Police at the University of 
Washmgton in Seattle. "Most of the thefts 
are crimes of opportunity. There is a lot to 
steal wallets, stereos, bicycles, electronic 
calculators and other items." 
St1ll another reason for tightened security 
is the increasing number of rapes on campus. 
"Rapists usually seek out the most 
vulnerable victim in an isolated easy access 
enVIronment such as the college campus," 
said the assistant dean of students at 
Western Illinois University. "It is our job to 
patrol these areas and help organize rape 
prevention programs. 
Yet at least one other school offens a 
different perspective on increased campus 
security. 
"The campus riots of 1970 - maybe the 
wonst civil disorder in the history of 
University of South Carolin11 - was the 
single most factor that apuned the 
Umversiw's campus police force to the 
degree of effecttveness It has attained 
today," sa1d George Key, d~rector of campus 
security. " In the long run the riots convinced 
everybody that 1f our pollee force was to be 
effective we'd have to have full police 
powers." 
In the face of much criticism, security 
forces strongly contend their main objectives 
are to protect and serve the student by 
prevention. not apprehension. 
Wayne litrell of Northwestern said his 
force was organized to prevent crime, 
"1nstead of trying to put a band-aid on after 
the fact." 
And for what 1t's worth, Brockport State's 
new security director Leonard Neiden says 
he is there "to improve the relatlonshll) 
between campus security and students." He 
also said that the drug dealer is higher on his 
hst than the drug user and that he won't "go 
around kicking doors down." 
But old times are hard to forget, com· 
ment ed UCLA Dslly Bruin. " Pigs. fuu, 
scrotes. hippies: these are the invectives of a 
most pervasive conflict between atudents 
and authorities, bred In the '70 and '72 
demonstrations," said the Bruin "The 
altercations have mellowed in the past two 
years, but the memories of police brutality 
and student destruction remain." 
Fine Arts Committee 
for 1975-76 
All students interested in participating in the 1975-76 Fine Arts 
programs should sign up in the Student Affairs Office, Rm. 206, 
Boynton. The Fine Arts Commiffee will include either the plan-
ning of the Spectrum program of the Cinematech Film Series, 
whichever is your choice. These programs are both funded by the 
Student Social Fee and planned as part of a complete Social 
CommiHee program. 
• 
NEW COURSES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE & 
POLICY STUDIES FOR 1975-76 
551201- INTRODUCTION TO SOC IAL P SYCHOLOGY, One-third credit- TERM A 
75~ 
Taught by : Professor Edward Sampson, Clark Un1versity, on WPI campus. 
The tneories. methods and findings of social psychology will be examined as they 
lllumlnale the major, enduring themes that confront human beings lndtVidually ill'ld 
collectively: e.g the bases of knowledOe and understanding; the tndlvidual and 
authority: freedom, reason, and responsibility ; development , Identity, and in 
dividuallly. 
551202- INTROOUCTION TO SOCIOLOGICAL CONCE PTS. On• third credit - TERM 
C 7U 
Taught by: John Wilkes, loinlng the staff from Cornell University. 
Examine such concepts as power. authority, social organization, and decision-
making in the context of social movements Examples will be drawn from the black 
power movement of the 1960'5 and the disorders related to it, but they also will be drawn 
from the newer movements based on ethnlclly, sexual awareness. and "deviant" 
behavior. 
SS4007- SCIENCE AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Seminar one-third credi t 
- TER M 0 76. • 
Examination of the nature of an advanced technological society and lhe humanist 
critique of its special demands and excesses This general perspective is followed by an 
analysis of science as a key sector In such a society and the potential role of concerned 
groups of technical people and policy makers In guiding society. 
• NOT E , 5Sl201.A Socia l-Psychological Perspective on National Problem-Solving, will 
be given TERM 8 76 (Ins tead of Term Al. 
SS2202. Soc••l Resea rch and Social P roblem-Solving, will be given TERM C 76 
C instead of Term 8 ) . 
White Citr Theatre: 
NOW PLAYING 
Shrewsbury 
~ ... 
"TOllY" Br The Who 
Ann Martret - Oiiver Reed 
Elton John as the Pinball Wlurd 
Eric Clapton - John Entwistle 
Jack Nicholson - Tina Turner 
· Shown W" kdays at 2:00-7:00·9:40 
Sat. & Sun. -2:00-4:30·7:00-9:40p.m . 
J ~~----------------------------------------.. ----~------------ ~~-----~-
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S.G.'s: effective? 
ICPSI - As election t1me rolls around 
agam, students are speaking out about the 
effectiveness and worth of their student 
governments. 
Today's prevailing criticism of student 
governments is typ1fied by Minnesota 
presidential candidate Mark Deziel who ran 
on the "Pail and Shovel" platform. Deziel 
said he felt the "present SG is a cruel joke on 
every student because of its uselessness. It 
has been reduced to the status of a sand-
box." 
Flak has been leveled against a number of 
weaknesses of student government. 
Foremost among the complaints is 
politicking. 
According to Sanford Hartman, a student 
leader at Drew University, "SG has become 
synonymous with administrative politicking 
and ideological speech making." 
The Daily Californian newspaper at UC 
Berkely has agreed: "The reason SG does 
not command respect is because it doesn't 
deserve it. It is like the theatre of the absurd. 
Party rivalry, petty jealousy and personal 
conflict have often divided the senate." 
The University of Saskatchewan's Sheaf 
newspaper has claimed "Student elections 
have never been fought on the grounds of 
policy differences; but only on the grounds 
of who you know and what you know." 
Aside from politicking, student govern-
ment representatives have also been 
critiCIZed from being out of touch with their 
constituents. 
According to Kansas State University's 
student president Bob Gage, the faults of the 
system are that "student representatives 
have not been accountable to the student 
body, and that the executive branch has not 
been accountable to the legislative branch." 
The Michigan Dt11ly has expressed concern 
over the "high dramatics that characterize 
the council meetings" and feels that "The 
Image of responsible student interests 
becomes extremely hard to maintain." 
Since 1971, a number of student officers at 
the University have been charged with 
exceeding campaign expenditure limits, 
embezzlement and rigging elections. In 
addition, the 1972 president and treasurer 
have been cited in a civil suit with misusing 
$42,000 in student government funds. And 
the 1973 president has been sued on criminal 
charges for siphoning off nearly $16,000 in 
student monies. 
Student government leaders, however, 
have responded by criticizing their con-
stituencies. 
Tim Allen, vlc&-presidential candidate at 
the University of Utah said, "There is no 
solution to student apathy, you have to make 
yourself accessible to students in principle, 
but you can't make them take advantage of 
it" 
Another student leader, Marshall 
University's vice president Arza Bamett 
agreed that the "biggest problem of SG is 
apathy." 
Whether because of apathy or 
disillusionment, election participation has 
continued to plummet. For instance, at the 
University of Missouri, voter turnout in the 
last election was a booming five per cent. 
As a result, some colleges and universities 
have come up with a drastic solution - the 
elimination of their SG's. 
April 11 - World Food Dar 
All systems go. 
This day is to help underdeveloped countries. 
This WAY IS TO COLLECT MONEY. Colleges across the country 
are collecting. 
Cilmpus Ministries of WPI is doing the 
collecting, here. 
You are asked to give up dessert and 
give a buck. 
Student Government is supporting it. 
Interfraternity council is supporting 
it. 
God is supporting it, in His own way. 
Any quest;ons or comments? 
· Box2373 
757-6097 
P.S. Food Service is supporting it, too. They will give a lump 
sum donation for all the desserts NOT taken on Thursday. 
Also Sponsors: 
Fr. Pete Scanlon, Catholic Chaplain 
Rev. Hugh Huntley, Campus Minister 
Rev. Paul Anderson, Campus Minister 
Rev. Stan Culy 
Protestant Coordinator 
SPRE.E :z:>~~s 
COMING- . . . 
Santa Fe Community College decided to 
d1sband their SG because of low voter 
turnout, dwmdling student interest and SG 
Inability to produce results. 
Kansas State University hasn't had an 
official functioning student government for 
two years. 
And Marion College at. Marion, PA 
pronounced their student government dead 
recently. Students at Marion had labeled the 
government as "stillborn, a mere figurehead 
for amusement of the students and a mere 
plaything for the pacification of dissent." 
Politicking, minority interests, apathy and 
corruption are all problems which plague 
most forms of government today. According 
to a special study done at the University of 
Michigan, however, the real reason for the 
SG's lack of effectiveness is its lack 
power. 
The study was commissioned by the 
regents in response to the sad state 
student governance there. 
According to the commission, the rna. 
successful student governments are U.. 
wh1ch have a structure capable of trArltllooilo. 
purpose mto programs. Academics Ia 
most important interest a student hat, 
SG 1S unable to concretely affect 
educational environment. 
The people who are affected by 
are entitled to influence those decisions, 
the commission and concluded that 
success of SG is clearly contingent on 
university's willingness to allow "'""_,_ 
share in both academic and no,n-acat• 
decision making." 
Wasted energy in dorms 
(CPS) - Those suburban-styled dor-
mitories on campuses across the nation may 
be moderately attractive but their practical 
efficiency seems to be another matter. 
This year, an engineering ciJSss project 
conducted by University.of California, Santa 
Barbara student Larry Moresco showed that 
the dorm heating System wastes natural gas 
because of its construction. 
Moresco ran a computer simulation of 
weather conditions for January to derive the 
amount of natural gas that should be used to 
heat a dorm at certain temperatures during 
that month. He then matched his simulated 
results against the actual amounts of natural 
gas used to heat the average American dorm 
for the previous six Januarys. 
The actual amount was sizeably larger. 
What Moresco found was a paradox. The 
warmer it got in January the more natural 
gas and heat was used, while the 
became the less natural gas was needed 
heat the dorm. 
This was due, he explained, to the fact ttwt 
the alloys used for the average donn't 
heaung pipes are cheaper to mass 
but react uneconomically to the weathl• 
The pipes overheat the water 
through them during warm weather, but 
to do so during cold weather. 
The monetary loss for such waste is 
compared to the overall gas bill. But 
multiplied by the thousands of dorms 
the country they are significant, 
Moresco. 
"The system was built before the ""·-·· 
crisiS when cheap energy supplies 
readily available," he explained. 
Students go bankrupt 
ICPS) - A move to roadblock the 
growing number of recent graduates who 
have claimed bankruptcy on student loan 
debts Is underway in Congress. 
Declaring bankruptcy - where financial 
liabilities exceed assets - Is a small but 
growing part of the national student loan 
default picture, according to student loan 
specialists. Some of these specialists claim 
increasing use of bankruptcy procedures 
could eventually destroy the student loan 
programs. 
"While it is true that, so far, only a small 
proportion of student loan defaults are at-
tributable to bankruptcy procedures," 
warned United Student Aid Fund President 
Charles Meares, "this proportion is growing 
rapidly 86 more and more student loan 
borrowers become aware of the availability 
of the bankruptcy route." 
Meares, along with representatives fraiJ 
five national higher educational groups hM 
supported a proposal before a s.-
subcommittee to suspend for five v-
bankruptcy priviledges for student loana. A 
bill permanently amending the Bankrupeay 
Act to provide for this change has alreldf 
been introduced in the House. 
"Practically any student just 
from college with a burden of student 
debts can demonstrate that his or IW 
liabilities exceed his or her assets," ,... 
Meares. 
Meares argued that "a proper distinc:W. 
ought to be made between student 
other kinds of loans" because 
carry especially low interest rates, the 
is a non-profit institution and the 
loaned without collateral in the belief 
student will have high earnings in the 
LIFE SCIENCES SEMINAR 
TUESDAY, IPIIL 11 
(Not April S) 
CIPTIII IUIIIAY HAlLET, 
D.Y.I. 
U.S. Army Research Institute 
of Environmental Medicine, Sl 
Natick, Massachusetts 
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY 
Dr. Hamlet will demonstrate 1nd 
discuss the camera and talk •bout 
uses. Applications of this technique 
are bel119 developed for : 
- Medicine " hands-off" surf1ce 
temperature recording In injury 1nd 
disease 
- Clothing and equipment 
ev1luatlon for Army use In harsh 
climat.s (lUte April In Worcester) 
- Industrial detection of flaws 
and hut sources 
Project Opportu,.itles may 
develop for those oriented In 
BloMed, BioPhysics, Computer 
Science, etc. 
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NEWSPEAK 
UMOC 
Dick Hopkinson - A TO 
Here are thts year's UMOC cand1dates, in 
all thetr glamour. This year's wmner for 
UMOC will be up to YOU, the voter. Be sure 
to check out the Alpha Phi Omega booth at 
the Country Fa1r Saturday Afternoon. Votes 
Val ~nos - Daniels' Fourth 
Tom Ascami - DST 
Bruce Thompson - Theta Chi 
Senator objects to NSF.Iove study 
ICPS)- Senator William Proxmlre 10-WI) 
'* sharply attacked a report funded by the 
lltt10nal Science Foundation (NSF) to the 
.._ of $122,000. Its subject: love. 
Called " Patterns of Interpersonal At-
'-ction," the study examined romantic 
filll11onships to find out why they start and 
how they fall apart. According to Zick Rubin, 
Mlo conducted the survey of 231 couples In 
lhe Boston area, the study was relevant 
blcause, " If one is concerned with the 
tndings of close relationships and their often 
hc.tmatic consequences, it is necessary to 
IIUdy their beginmngs as well." Rubin had 
hope<f the report would give insights into the 
riling divorce rate and the state of marriage 
loday. 
Proxmire, however, didn't see it that way, 
Cllling the study " a futile effort to define the 
lllclossible" and a waste of money. 
"I think it's time the NSF • . • rearranged its 
lllearch priorities to address our scientific 
~ not our erotic curiosity," Proxmire 
""'*'· 
Aubin charged that Proxmire' a criticism 
was " an effort to further reduce the 
miniscule portion of the federel budget spent 
on socio-psychological research." 
The NSF 1974 fiscal budget for social 
science research was $24 .9 million, only 
about e1ght per cent of the total NSF budget. 
According to the NSF proposed budget 
breakdown for 1976, the social science 
percentage is slightly less, and will deal 
mainly with " study of economic theory and 
measurement techn1ques to analyze energy, 
resources, productivity and 1ntematlonal 
economic programs." 
The only mention in the 1976 NSF 
proposal relating to socio-psychologlcal 
research is " research employing ... 
mathematical models of social change • of 
the social impact of technology." 
Roland Radloff, program director of social 
psychology for NSF said Proxmire' a remarks 
would have no effect on present programs. 
w11J cost 10 cents each, or three for 25 cents, 
and oil proceeds go to the American Cancer 
Soc1ety. 
The wmner of UMOC W1ll rece1ve a dinner 
for two fwe w11J haggle on the locattonl. In 
Kent Baschwitz - Morgan Third 
Dave Demeo - Sig Ep 
Bob Stack - SA E 
PRIZES! 
add1llon, the WtMer' r; spa 
sunably cies1gned bowl A 
w1nnmg entrant's votes, on 111 be sclec;ted. 
and that person w11J rcce1ve $10 wo!lh of h1s 
or her favoruc beverage 
Bill Greene - Phi stg 
Bill Esakov - Sigma Pi 
Steve Alviti - K._p 
TROPHIES! 
lET CIUIHT II THE VICIIUS CYCLE 
A sixteen-m i le, competitive bike race to be held on S.turday, Apri l 
19. Registration w ill be held in O.niels Lounge, Aprit 16-18 from 10-4. Fee 
is S1 .00. Call Eri c Zink at 757-9301 for more details. 
(' 
' 
. 
~ 
~--------------------------------~--~----- ·· 
'Quote of the Week' 
" The SKULL? It 's now the 
athletic h o no r societ y." 
- The Keep er of the Tomb 
Page 1.c NEWSPEAK Tuesday, April IS, !97 
SAE car rallye 
Stgma Alpha Epsilon fraternity will be 
holding its fifth annual car rally on Saturday, 
April 26, 1975. The 70 mile long rally will 
begin promptly at 9 a.m. on the quad at WPI. 
(Entrants must show up at least a half hour 
prior to their starting time to register and 
receive instructions.) 
There will be trophies and prizes for the 
top finishers, alot:~g with a special trophy and 
one-half keg of beer for the fraternity, Qf 
group who's three best finishers combi3 
give the lowest point total. This promises, 
an the past. to be a day of fun and enJoy 
for all who participate. 
To enter, simply fill out and return 1f1e 
entry blank with fee to WPI Box No. 2S1l 
•IE CIR RILLYE 
SITURDIY, IPIIL 211• 
Enclose S2.50 entry fee with application. 
NAME ------------------------------------------------SCHOOL ADDRESS----------------------------------------
WPI Box No. Tel. No. ---------
We're looking certain majors Fraternity or Grou If Independent check here( Preferred Starting Time Between 9:00 a.m. and 11 :00 a.m. 
to become lieutenants. 
Mechan1cal and c1v1l en· 
gineering majors .. • areo· 
space and aeronautical en· 
gineering majors • . majors 
in electron1cs . . computer 
sc1ence •• . mathematics. 
The Air Force needs peo· 
pte .•. many w1th the above 
academ•c majors . A nd 
AFROTC has several dtffer· 
ent programs where you 
can f1t ... 4·year, 3·year, or 
2·year programs Some of 
fertng full scholarships. All 
offering $100 a month 
allowance durtng the last 
two years of the program. 
Flying opportunities. And all 
leading to an Air Force offi· 
cerscomm1ssion,ptus ad · 
vanced education. 
If you'd like to cash in on 
these Air Force benefits, 
start by looking into the Air 
Force ROTC. 
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC. 
J 
Return all Entry Blanks with FEE to : 
•IE 
WPI Ill lo. 2116 
Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute 
Department of Chemistry 
Chemistry Colloquium 
Professor Maitland Jones, Jr. 
Prtnceton University 
"Gas-Phase Reactions of 
Carbenes: Synthesis of 
Distorted - Systems" 
Wednesday, Aprll16, 4:00p.m . 
Room 227, Goddard Hall 
Refreshments Will Be Served 
We'll give you a 
free account 
you can use anywhere, 
plus pay you 
5°/o interes 
0 Bank 
Do-All Account. 
With your free CBT Do-All account you can wnte all the free 
personalized drafts you want - Just ltke you would a check -
anywhere. anytame and stall earn 5% mterest per year. 
Whether you're at home payang brlls. downtown shop pang. or away on vacatton 
you can use your Do-All Account just as you would a conventional checkang 
account but never be charged for drafts. transactaons or any statement serv1ces 
Call or v1sat Commerce Bank today for all the details on the account 
that's not only free and convenaent but also pays you 1nterest 
the Commerce Bank Do-All Account. 
I:BI 
E .. MER~E BANII 
' I 
IEFIRE EITRY DEIDLIIE 
SIT., IPRIL 111• 
WALT DISNEYS 
Escape To Witch Mt. 
ril 18th 
I lust in 
lloffn1an 
··t .. rnn~ ·· 
ACADEMY AWARD 
WINNER 
li 
Th1 
tn fir 
Bentl 
on S 
Lowe 
Th 
m1fe 
WneJ 
14:40 
finish 
John 
lhe 11 
Ga 
pole' 
Hat 
West• 
.. ~~ 
M"' lWPn 
She 
Haske 
120 
MeN I 
Lo~ 
Nel1>0 
440 
Owen 
Po~ 
3, Na 
100 
Markt 
La 
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Gary Pearson ties school mark in the pole vault. 
. 
Track team wins first 
by A/Briggs 
The WPI track team started the season off 
111 fine fashion by defeating Lowell Tech, 
Bentley. and Nichols in a quadrangular meet 
on Saturday. WPI scored 83 points to 
Lowell's 78, Bentley's 27 and Nichol's 8. 
Tho meet was undecided until the three-
lllile run. In this race Senior tri-captain Jeff 
Wnek erased his own school record with a 
14'40.7 clocking which secured a first place 
frlish. This finish followed by the placings of 
John Heslin and Steve Sweeney gave WPI 
._ needed edge. 
Gary Pearson tied the school mark in the 
Pille vault and placed first in the event. Other 
Hemmer - 1. Haskell IL T, 2. Stoprya IL TJ: 3, 
Waton ILTJ; 4, Komm IWPII. 157·3. 
~yerd relev 1, lowell Tech; 2, WPI. 3, Bentley 
.. _, 
Mde - 1, Buggs IWPI); 2, Hodge ILTJ; 3, Leehy 
IWPII. 4, lanello 181. 4 :18.3. 
Sl!ot PUI - 1, LNI (WPI); 2. Archambault CLTl; 3 
Hls•ell ILTI: 4 , Tempe INl. 48 7. 
120·vard lugh hurdle - 1, Karz (L Tl: 2. Kelley IBI, 3, 
lolcNaiJy ILTl. 4, McKenz-ie IWPI). 16 1. 
Long JUmp - 1, Donie IWPll; 2, Varadien (WPII, 3, 
lletaOn INI. 4, Markarian IBl. 20-10. 
440 verd duh - 1. Myera ILTI; 2, Ward IBl: 3. 
O..eo IWPU;, 4, Sheehan INl. 50.9 
Potaveull 1, Pearson IWPil: 2, Marchento ILTJ; 
3 Nelson IN I. 4. Antwiak (L Tl 13·0. 
100 vard daah ._ 1. Roley IL Tl, 2, Hatch IWPIJ; 3, 
lolerkerlln 181. 4, Smnh IWPII. 10.0. 
first place finishers included Terry Lee 
(shot put), Alan Briggs (milel, Bob Obnle 
(Long Jump), Chris Keenan (880), and Bill 
Komm (Javelin). Although these finishes 
were instrumental in the win it was WPI's 
overall depth and the fin performances of 
some freshman runners that gave WPI the 
winning edge. 
In their next meet the team squared off 
against Worcester State, Clark, and 
Assumption in the City Meet on Wednesday 
at home. The team will be looking to up its 
record to 6·0 after this one. The scoring went 
as follows: 
880 vau:l run - 1, Keenan IWPII; 2. Malatuta ldl; 
3 Cush•no ILTl; 4, Morrie (WPI) 1.68.2. 
Javelin - 1, Komm IWPII; 2, Lawaon (L Tl: 3, Donie 
IWPI): 4, Holland !WPII. 204· 5 . 
~Ohurdles - 1, Badlali ILTI; 2. Fearnside IWPII; 3. 
McKenz•e (WPil; 4, McNally llll. 59.5 
220 YITd daah - 1, R1lev IL Tl; 2, Hatch IWPII: 8, 
S1lva IWPil; 4. Bntbooae INI 22 5 
Oiacus - 1. Thornton IBl; 2. Chabot IWPII; 3, 
Sherer IWPII: 4 . Baker IWPII 127% 
Triple Jump - 2, Kelly 181: 2, Donia IWPU; 3, 
Goosens tLTl; 4, Former INI ~·1l~ . 
High jump - 1, Goosent ILT); 2. Kerz ILTI; 3, 
Howe IWPII: 4. Pomeroy tWPII 6-0 
Th•ee·rn•lo run - 1, Wne~ IWPII: 2. Hodge ILT). 3, 
Heshn IWPII; 4, Sweeney tWPll. 14:40.7 
Mile relay 1, lowell Tech, 2, WPI, 3, Befltlev. 
3:27.9 
WPI stickmen open 
with win 
by Vic 
last Saturday, the WPI lacrosse team 
traveled to Babson College and won the first 
game of the1r season by a score of 8-7. It was 
a see saw battle most of the way although 
WPI did enjoy a three goal lead early in the 
second half. Then WPI got into serious 
Ptnalty trouble, having three men in the 
penalty box at one time. The defense did an 
outstanding JOb in the man-down situations 
but by the end of the third quarter Babson 
had closed the gap to one and the score 
stood at 7·6. WPI then scored early in the 
fourth quarter for the insurance goal and 
controlled the ball for most of the quarter. 
Babson scored the final goal with 13 seconds 
lefl in the game, but could not mount a 
senous threat in those remaining seconds. 
Offensive standouts for WPI were Greg 
(Custer) Hostedeler who scored three goals 
and Bob Fair who notched one goal and five 
ass•sts The team would greatly appreciate 
your support at the coming home games, 
which will be announced. 
Indoor soccer tourney 
Saturday at Harrington Auditorium WPI 
took third in the Second Annual Worcester 
Intercollegiate Indoor Soccer Tournament. In 
the fmal standings it was Babson first. Lowell 
Tech second, WPI third, Boston College 
fourth, and MIT and Nichols tied for fifth. 
WPI's sensational junior forward John 
Maxouris was leading scorer in the tour· 
nament with saven goals. Alan King Jr. came 
in fourth overall in the scoring title with three 
goals. With the outstanding indoor per· 
formances of the WPI soccer team the 
school can confidently look toward a fan· 
tastic fall soccer season. It is hoped that the 
team will get the support of the school that it 
rightly deserves. 
WPI and Amherst pair off in the Connecticut. 
Crew team falls to Amherst 
By RUSS WARNOCK 
Picture a cloudless, sunny sky overlooking 
an undisturbed river on a lazy Saturday 
afternoon Small groups of people stand or 
sit on the bank near two small docks. On one 
dock, eight young men olad 1n maroon body 
shirts slowly lower a shinny wooden shell 
1nto the water. Near the other dock, eight 
young men in blue jerseys glide their shell 
away from the dock with sets of eight 
synchronized strokes. 
Seems like a beautiful setting for a crew 
race, doesn't it? Sure, but not a setting for 
victory as the WPI men's crew team found 
out. They traveled to the idyllic Connecticut 
River last Saturday to compete with the 
smooth yet equally matched Amherst crew 
team 
The short 1700 meter course undid three 
of Tech's four boats. With the boats racing 
against the current, only the varsity light· 
weight eight was able to beat their Amherst 
counterpart. 
The freshmen heavy weight eight, stroked 
by Bruce Rotker, and with but one week 
together on tho water, had an excellent start. 
They took and kept a lead of almost a boat 
length until the 800 meter mark when the 
Amherst crew eased up and away from them 
to win with a time of 6:58 minutes versus 
Tech's 7:20 min. 
Aga1n, e good start allowed the vars1ty 
eight, stroked by senior Bob Sengstaken, to 
get ahead of the Amherst boat. However, 
this time WPI kept the lead, and sprinted al 
the end to win by almosl a boat length. The 
times: WPI 6:15 and Amherst 6:18 minutes. 
The varsity heavyweight, with four fresh· 
men and st. oked by senior Bob Salter, saw 
Amherst take the lead end increase it until 
the finish. The quick catch of the Amherst 
boat appeared to be the reason of their 
excellent ume of 5:48 while WPI sprinted 
with a time of 6:10. 
Out the varsity heavyweight eight came 
the four upperclassmen looking to put an 
end to Amherst's dominance in their fast 
heavyweight four boat. However, Amherst 
went out fast and glided across the line with 
a lead of several boat lengths. 
The first race for the girl's crew team was 
last Saturday agamst Middletown High 
School. M1ddletown won with a time of 4:39 
over a 1200 meter course. Our crew finished 
with a time of 4:50. 
The next two races will be held this 
coming week-end. On Saturday, the girls 
crew will face Wesleyan on the Connecticut 
River in Middletown. Then on Sunday, the 
Davenport Cup will be held on lake Ouin· 
sigamond. The men's crew team will also be 
going to thesa races. Both should be very 
exc1ting. 
Baseball team wins big 
Tt}e WPI baseball team throttled Clark 7-2 
Saturday at Clark's Alumni Field. Mike 
Sundberg was the stand-out for the day. He 
drove In two runs and also hurled a six hitter. 
He was fantastic, showing exceptional 
control and poise. He struck out three and 
walked none. The engineers played well the 
first four innings but just couldn't get on the 
scoreboard. Finally in the fifth they chalked 
up three runs. These would prove to be the 
ones needed for the WPI Engineers to clinch 
their first victory. In the sixth Clark scored 
their only runs of the day. WPI put the 
finishing touches on their whipping of Clark 
with a run in the seventh and three In the 
ninth. The team looked good against Clark 
after their opening defeat (4-0) to Wesleyan 
and seem destined to improve on last year's 
record. 
Jolly Giant . 
SUBMARINE 
SANDWICHES 
It Gold St• 8hd , W«cto~,_. M-. 
FAST SERVICE TAKE OUT ORDERS 
TEL.853·4245 
Sm Lg. Sm. Lg. Sm. Lg. 
Italian Cold Cuu .915 1 15 Italian Cold CuQ Steek· Onlone· 
Amerlun Cold Cute .10 1.10 with Boiled I-I am 1.16 1.35 Peppara 1.25 1.150 
Imported Hem 915 111 Tune Salad 1.11 1.3& Steak·Onlone-Pappere 
Imported Hem (t Egg Salad .86 
·" 
(t Muahroome 1.36 1.10 
Cheeee 1011 1.21 American Cheeaa .10 
·" 
Steak (t Muehrooma 1.36 1.10 
Cooked Selaml & Provolone Ch"•• .86 
·" 
Roeet Beef 1.25 1.48 
Provolone .10 1 .10 Italian Meatballs 1.011 1.21 Pastrami 125 1.411 
l•verwurat .10 1.10 Italian Sauaage 1.16 1.31 Sliced Turkey 
Cepocolle .16 1. tli Meatball• & Sauaaga 1.25 1.41 White Meat 1.16 1.36 
Capocolle & Grilled Steak 1.25 160 Turkav ·l-lem·Cheese 1.25 1.46 
Provolone 1.06 1.25 Steak & Pappert 1.21 uo !-Iemburg 
·" 
1.10 
Ganoe Salami .16 1.115 Steele & Onlone 1.21 1.60 Chaeeaburg 1.10 1.30 
Genoa & Provolone 
·" 
1.211 Steek & Cheeae 1.25 1.10 Papper & Egga . .t6 1.11 
Genoa & Imported 
Peanut Butter & Hem .tt 1.25 
Ganoe· Him· Jelly & 
·" 
Provolone 1.10 1.30 • Marahmellow •• 
..!!"1\J.IS ~ 
ChoKt Muu Sltctd Tomtt- On-• PodlltJ. Hot l'appen 
3SVARIEnES 
(Wfffi'i THOVSANOS EVERY WEEKI 
~ORE HOURS 
Mon . Tuti , Wllcl CIOIICI Su.-.y, Thuo ~ frt • S.t .• 11 AM to II' M 11 A.M to 11 I' M 
t 
I' 
1'hisJ is 1 reminder that student elections w111 •• aee•a ••r 1, 1111. 
Tile offices to be contested: 
Sopllo•ore ('71), J11ier ('71), •114 Se•ier ol••• ('71) 
Prethlent 
lloe-Pretitle•t 
Seoret•rr 
,, .... ,., 
•• ,, •••• t.till 
Timetable for elections: 
.l11ior Pro11 tilllir••• 
11tl1p11tl11f lepreae1f1fill 
C••••ter lepretenflfill 
April25, Friday- Petitions to be handed to George Hefferon personally by 4:00 
p.m. 
April26, Saturday- NEWSPEA'K articles due in NEWSPEAK oHice by 12 noon. 
May 1, Thursday - Elections 
See last week's NEWSPEAK for details. 
NOTE: Officers elected by the class of '76 will be the permanent class officers (i.e., Alumni 
Officers). 
Gabe. Kaplan appears Saturday night 
at J. P. - more on pages 8 & 9 
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